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Operations no longer begins and ends in the factory. Across the 
aerospace, defense and commercial industries, the fourth industrial 
revolution is expanding the focus of manufacturing technology and 
techniques from design to delivery. Raytheon Operations is embracing 
this transformation, introducing the strategies and innovations that  
will help shape the future of how we bring advanced solutions and 
capabilities to our customers. 

Today, our product designs optimize automated build and assembly 
processes and take advantage of robotics, additive manufacturing and 
other advanced and emerging technologies. Model Based Engineering  
in combination with the Digital Thread and Internet of Things is helping 
Raytheon maintain full product lifecycle accounting of our systems; from 
initial design through development, manufacturing, test and fielding. 
This information also supplies Machine Learning algorithms that provide 
prognostics for proactive sustainment and for data analytics used to 
improve product quality and manufacturability. Driving these 
technologies and processes is fundamentally a lean operations approach, 
incorporating collaborative and agile methods that maximize efficiency 
and reliability and deliver cost-effective solutions. 

This edition of Technology Today presents Innovation in Operations,  
the many innovative advancements in methods, systems and processes 
comprising Raytheon’s operations. Our spotlight introduction includes  
a discussion of Industry 4.0 and the importance of introducing new 
technologies and cybersecurity to the next generation of advanced 
manufacturing systems. The feature articles include topics from Design 
for Manufacturing and Assembly to sustainability in our factories and 
buildings. We highlight key technologies such as additive manufacturing 
and augmented reality and show how collaborative robots work side by 
side with technicians and operators in the factory. 

In our Leaders Corner, we talk to members of the Raytheon Operations 
Council about the current manufacturing revolution, collaboration across 
the company and how Raytheon is using advanced technologies and 
innovation to meet tomorrow’s production demands.

Electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) devices play a key role on many 
sensor platforms that are critical to our customers’ mission success. 
Mirrors are an important component in many of these devices. The Eye 
on Technology article discusses two recent Raytheon advances in the 
areas of fast steering mirrors and ultralight metallic mirrors. Both promise 
increased capabilities for EO/IR systems and applications. Finally, in our 
special interest section we highlight Konrad Gleissner, a glassblower, 
who has a unique role and special legacy in the development of 
Raytheon’s IR sensor components.

Mark E. Russell
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Manufacturing operations at Raytheon has 
an “innovation” focused mindset, realized 
in the many activities and initiatives, 
including agile and lean methodologies 
and factory continuous improvement 
projects, that result in increased 
efficiencies, improved quality and reduced 
costs. These projects and initiatives often 
depend on the creation and/or application 
of advanced manufacturing techniques 
and technologies. 

Part of being an industry leader in 
manufacturing is the ability to deliver 
quality products, on time, at competitive 
costs and in a safe environment. It means 
not just keeping up with industry trends 
but setting them, through innovation and 
staying on the forefront of manufacturing 
technology and its application.

Innovation solves current and future 
problems. It can come anywhere in the 
value chain, from associates assembling 
products in the factory to manufacturing 
engineers implementing processes and 
tooling for the production floor. A key 
component in this vision is the Raytheon 
Six Sigma™ (R6s™) program, a business 
strategy supporting company mission 
and goals. While traditional Six Sigma 
focuses on statistical methods to identify 
causes of variation and eliminate defects, 
the R6s program extends the process to 
include Lean objectives (e.g. eliminating 
waste to increase throughput and reduce 
costs) and a ‘total system’ approach to 
eliminating bottlenecks that contributes 
to overall operational improvement. R6s 
provides value across the enterprise from 
manufacturing to business development, 
and extends to supplier and customer 
communities as well. It adapts to changing 
business needs and empowers every 
employee to deliver impactful and far 
reaching improvements that support 
business growth.

s p ot l i g h t
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Technology plays a critical role in Manufacturing 
and the ability to produce quality, cost-effective 
products on time in a safe and efficient environment 

In addition to R6s, Raytheon employees 
are provided other avenues for innovation 
ranging from basic crowdsourcing tools 
to corporatewide programs that present 
innovation challenges and solicit new 
technological ideas and methodologies. 
These activities are designed to create 
opportunities for everything from problem 
solutions to operational improvements to 
solving critical customer mission needs.  
In the broader scope, resources are geared 
toward ideas that are either entrepreneurial 
in nature, define new process methods 
or require initial study/proving prior to 
Independent Research and Development 
(IRAD) or Contract Research and 
Development (CRAD) funding. The intent 
is to quickly provide innovators the initial 
support needed to refine their ideas for a 
follow-on funded activity. 

There are multiple business areas within 
Raytheon continually innovating and 
solving problems. While the development 
of a new methodology or resolution of a 
problem in a specific organization is good, 
being able to utilize new ideas throughout 
the company is even better.

Raytheon created Technology Networks, a 
collaborative organizational infrastructure 
designed around individual technology 
areas, to facilitate enterprisewide 
communication and promote technology 
sharing. The networks include technology 
workshops and interest groups as well 
as internal technology focused symposia. 
While strengthening contributions to 
programs and Businesses, the Technology 
Networks provide employees opportunities 
to engage and share knowledge with 
colleagues having similar technology 
interests across the enterprise. 

Technology plays a critical role in 
manufacturing and the ability to produce 
quality, cost-effective products on time in 
a safe and efficient environment. It is also 
a driving influence on the fourth industrial 
revolution, or digital transformation 
known as Industry 4.0 (See inset). In 2012, 
Raytheon created the Manufacturing 
Technology Network (MfgTN). With a focus 
on the development, optimization and 

Industry 4.0 is a term commonly used to describe the 4th Industrial 
Revolution in manufacturing, defined largely by the exponential 
proliferation of data processing power, digital connectivity (or 
Internet of Things), and highly accessible automation, creating an 
eventual integrated “cyber-physical” manufacturing enterprise. 

INDUSTRY 4.0
proliferation of advanced manufacturing 
technologies, the MfgTN facilitates 
communication between all technical 
disciplines that support manufacturing 
across the enterprise. It promotes cost 
and risk reduction through common 
manufacturing methods, creates avenues 
for manufacturing technology transfer 
among business segments and fosters 
technical communication through 
Technology Interest Group (TIG) meetings 
and a biennial Manufacturing Technology 
Symposium. 

Raytheon has implemented many 
advanced manufacturing methods and 
processes, incorporating state of the art 
technologies such as robotics, machine 
vision, remote sensors, data analytics 
and machine learning. These process 
improvements have resulted in cycle  
time reductions, cost savings and increased 
quality. Tremendous benefits have also 
been realized in designing new products 
for manufacturing that take full advantage 
of process capabilities such as common 
factory test platforms and fully automated 
assembly cells. 

Many of Raytheon’s innovative 
manufacturing solutions create intellectual 
property in the development of quality, 
cost-effective solutions. Raytheon also 
works closely with academia, standards 
bodies and consortia, such as the 
Manufacturing USA® Institutes, to effect 
improvements to industry standard 
processes and practices on a more general 
level. These technology contributions  
are shared for the betterment of the  
US defense industrial base and to 
accelerate advanced manufacturing in  
the United States.

Manufacturing USA, originally known as 
the National Network for Manufacturing 
Innovation, is a group of research 
institutes in the United States that 
focuses on creating and commercializing 
advanced manufacturing technologies. 
Manufacturing USA comprises multiple 
institutes covering areas such as 
electronics, additive manufacturing, 
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Raytheon is harnessing the power of this 
4th industrial revolution, in combination 
with lean manufacturing, to change the 
way aerospace and defense products are 
manufactured, delivered and maintained. 
Raytheon has utilized the power of 
industrial and manufacturing engineering 
analysis to drive selective automation 
in high mix, low volume environments, 
using digital manufacturing simulation, 
immersive design, design for assembly and 
automation, and recent advancements in 
robotics and collaborative automation. The 
Smart Factory allows Raytheon to provide 
products at an affordable cost and level of 
mission assurance unattainable in previous 
generations.

Comprising the fabric of Smart 
Manufacturing is the convergence of 
cyber (digital) systems and physical 
systems, along with the convergence 
of traditional Information Technology 
(business systems) and Operational 
Technology (manufacturing/processing 
systems), augmented by the Internet of 
Things (IoT). These terms, once relegated to 
niche academic and hallway conversations, 
have become mainstream in aerospace 
and defense manufacturing. IoT is the 
interconnectivity of devices and systems 
that comprise the backbone of operations 
and manufacturing methods, processes and 
products. As the total number of connected 
entities increases, the capabilities enabled 
through information exchange alone are 
monumental. “Digital Thread” is a broad 
concept that embraces this evolution. 
As an enabler of Industry 4.0, the Digital 
Thread provides a seamless bi-directional 
flow of digital product information from 
the engineering Technical Data Package 
to manufacturing process systems 

to diagnostic, test and maintenance 
subcomponents in the field.

Many other technologies comprise this 
digital transformation and are helping 
to weave the fabric of the Smart 
Factory. Robotics, both traditional and 
collaborative; additive manufacturing; 
smart operator workstations with light 
guided works instructions and automated 
data collection; digital passive auto-
ID of material, assets and products; 
and smart building systems providing 
digital telemetry of building conditions 
and prognostics, are all examples of 
manufacturing advancements providing 
both individual capability and contribution 
to the digital thread. 

With the advent of Industry 4.0 and 
the digital age comes the emergence 
of new threats from both nation and 
non-nation state actors. Digital systems 
are under constant exploit attempts, 
and manufacturing systems are no 
exception. Raytheon has deep expertise 
in both commercial and U.S. Government 
cybersecurity, which is used to secure our 
systems and factories. These practices, which 
include human and digital elements, are a 
top priority for Raytheon, and are critical to 
national security and both the Aerospace 
and Defense Manufacturing industries.

Along with the benefits technology brings 
to manufacturing, transition to the Smart 
Factory must also account for the most 
important resource in manufacturing —
people. Raytheon maintains a robust Lean 
and six sigma philosophy in its digital 
transformation. Employing automation and 
Smart Factory techniques creates a smarter, 
more efficient, and safer environment for 
our workforce. — Kelly Dodds
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benefits of DFMA/S methods and practices, 
particularly when initiated early in a 
product’s design cycle.

In many ways, robotics highlight 
Raytheon’s implementation of the Smart 
Factory (Figure 2). From a product’s Design 
for Automation engagements to logistics 
enhancements on the factory floor, robotic 
technology is advancing the fundamentals 
of our manufacturing capabilities. Kristen 
Stone, David Miceli, Jayson Diaz and 
Blair Simons have authored “Robotics 
in the Factory” to showcase how robots 
are a key player in the development, 
optimization and proliferation of advanced 
manufacturing technologies across  
the company.

Whether combining the real world with 
the virtual or a manual operation with 
digital content (Figure 3), augmented 
reality (AR) is helping Raytheon reduce 
total costs and improve the quality of how 
we develop, manufacture and maintain 
technologically advanced products. In the 
“Augmented Reality: Into the Factory and 
Beyond” feature article by Keith Janasak, 
John Cogliandro, Brent Dingle, Adam 
Feccia and Kristen Stone, the capabilities 
and benefits of AR are presented through 
examples of immersive design, projected 
work instruction and remote collaboration 
and maintenance.

The additive manufacturing initiative was 
established to accelerate the adoption 
of AM throughout Raytheon’s product 
family. From prototype development to 
production, through investments in People, 
Process, Tools and Technology, this focused 
activity creates key discriminators for new 
products and efficiencies for growth. 
Figure 4 is a photo of the laser powder bed 
fusion process; one of the effort’s primary 
focus areas. In “Additive Manufacturing: 
Stepping into the Future,” Leah Hull, Travis 
Mayberry and Brian Gahan discuss the 
technical aspects and provide examples 

textiles, robotics and biopharmaceuticals. 
Raytheon is a member of several of 
these institutes, working with both 
academic and industry partners in areas 
such as multidisciplinary design analysis, 
solutions for lifecycle feedback for legacy 
manufacturing, additive manufacturing 
and high dynamic range RF photonics.  
One recent activity, through the Advanced 
Robotics for Manufacturing Institute 
in partnership with the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, is to advance the 
use of collaborative robotics (cobots) in 
manufacturing to improve the assembly 
and integration of wire harnesses into 
electrical cabinets.

Raytheon also works directly with academic 
institutions, developing new and innovative 
processes, materials and technologies, and 
the methods to effectively and efficiently 
transition them to the factory. For example, 
the “Raytheon at Kostas Research 
Institute,” in partnership with Northeastern 
University, is speeding the development 
of research into new technological 
capabilities in additive manufacturing, 
artificial intelligence, thermal management, 
magnetics and nanotechnology. The 
Raytheon UMass Lowell Research Institute 
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(RURI) continues to advance capabilities in 
additive manufacturing of RF components 
and assemblies. And collaboration with 
Arizona State University Polytechnic 
Campus is refining the university’s 
Manufacturing Engineering degree 
curriculum to ensure technical support 
needs are met on future factory floors.

In This Edition
Raytheon has a long history of bringing 
innovation to the defense manufacturing 
industry. In this “Innovation in Operations” 
edition of Technology Today we present a 
series of feature articles highlighting many 
of the key areas in which we continue this 
tradition of advancing manufacturing’s 
state of the art. 

Design for Manufacturing and Assembly 
(DFMA®) has enabled automation 
advancements (Figure 1), reduced design 
cycle time and improved producibility. 
With Sustainment (DFMA/S), it is 
a methodology that considers cost 
minimization throughout a product’s 
lifecycle. In Maria Spalt and Mark Steudel’s 
“Design for Manufacturing and Assembly 
with Sustainment throughout the Product 
Lifecycle,” we explore the significant 

Figure 1: Automated optical inspection of a printed circuit component

Figure 2: A fist bump with a collaborative robot (cobot) on the factory floor

Raytheon small satellite 
assembly lines use robotics 
to increase reliability and 
decrease cost
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of how AM is helping to bring more 
cost-effective solutions and advanced 
capabilities to our customer. 

Raytheon’s unique approach to the digital 
transformation embodies the company’s 
implementation of the Digital Thread. 
Creating assimilated knowledge assets, 
empowering program acceleration, and 
enabling model based technologies 
are just a few of the objectives in this 
activity. Dave Slader, Greg Piper and Ron 
Williamson explain in “Digital Thread 
Initiative: Unlocking Business Value for 
Raytheon” how emerging technologies are 
helping to link key pieces of information 
across the full product lifecycle to create a 
“connective tissue” within the context of 
the deliverable product.

s p ot l i g h t
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Figure 3: Augmented Reality wearables are beginning 
to replace computers and monitors in the warehouse 
and on the factory floor (top). Artist’s Rendition – 
Through AR, a torque gauge is projected in the 
technician’s visible work area (bottom)

Figure 4: Additive manufacturing of metals using a 
laser powder bed fusion process

Figure 5: Unique Xeriscape™ using native, drought-tolerant and low  
water-use vegetation at the Raytheon Tucson site

Figure 6: Solar panels at Raytheon’s Tucson facility supplement energy 
for both lighting and hot water

In

Charles W. Barbour II 
Corporate Technology and Research

Charles W. Barbour II is the Manufacturing 
Technology Area Director for Corporate 
Technology and Research with 11 years of 
experience at Raytheon Company. In this position, 
Barbour supports companywide collaboration and 
innovation activities in the manufacturing 
technical area. 

“Our customers’ missions require well-built, 
reliable hardware,” Barbour states. “Specifications 
can change, but that demand remains, and the 
speed by which we can get products to the 
customer helps drive those missions to success. In 
my current role, I am able to enhance our 
capabilities by supporting the implementation and 
deployment of advanced manufacturing 
technologies and techniques across the company.”

Prior to his current role, Barbour was a 
manufacturing lead responsible for managing cost 
and schedule as well as build/production tasking 
for multiple internal and customer funded 
programs in areas such as repair and overhaul, 
surveillance, communication, transportation and 
aircraft armament. These programs often included 
manufacturing readiness level assessments, 
Design for Manufacturing and Assembly  
engagements, and in several cases, support for 
incorporating additive manufacturing to enhance 
productivity in the production cycle.

“I’m really interested in how products are made,” 
Barbour states, “as well as being a part of making 
them better, faster and more cost effective. I got 
involved in my current discipline as a way to 
better understand how designs are converted into 
reality, to be an active part of the process, and to 
ensure that, as designers, we are aware of the 
physical realities of making a product.”

Barbour began his career at Raytheon as a 
member of the Engineering Leadership 
Development Program where he rotated through 
multiple assignments and locations, including 
Operations, Systems Engineering and Software 
Engineering. His areas of interest include additive 
manufacturing, manufacturing and process 
automation, and applications of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning.

“I also enjoy traveling,” Barbour continues. 
“Having been to various parts of the United 
States and the world has enhanced my technical 
and business skill sets. It has led me to consider 
problems from many angles and other points of 
view, which then leads to more diverse solutions.” 

Barbour received a bachelor’s degree in Aerospace 
Engineering from the University of Cincinnati  
and a master’s degree in Aerospace Engineering 
from the University of Michigan.
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Chad Spalt 
Raytheon Missile Systems

Chad Spalt is an Engineering Fellow for 
Raytheon Missile Systems. With over 16 years 
of experience with the company, he is currently 
a member of Manufacturing Operations with a 
focus on advanced manufacturing and 
innovation. Spalt was the first corporate 
Technology Area Director for Manufacturing. 
He led the creation of the Manufacturing 
Technology Network (MfgTN), execution of  
the first Raytheon Manufacturing Technology 
Symposium and now serves as the corporate 
MTN Champion.

“Getting new products out to the customer 
quickly and cost effectively is both important 
and exciting,” Spalt relates. Prior to his current 
work, Spalt led the creation and execution of 
the Operations New Product Introduction (NPI) 
department at RMS, during which time the 
group developed and released a process that 
ensures the execution of critical manufacturing 
tasks during all phases of product 
development. “Ensuring that we are utilizing 
the appropriate state of the art manufacturing 
processes helps to achieve this,” he continues. 
“Being certain that our new product designs 
take full advantage of our manufacturing 
capabilities is imperative.” 

Spalt has over 32 years of experience in 
manufacturing, working with both military and 
commercial products. His career has focused 
on promoting the producibility and the 
transition to production of newly developed 
products, as well as the creation of robust, 
technically advanced manufacturing processes. 

“I have always loved to design and build 
things,” Spalt emphasizes. “With my home 
being in Manufacturing, my career has focused 
on being the liaison between the design 
community and the factory. Designing a new 
product for manufacturing is critical when 
trying to control recurring cost, quality and 
cycle time,” Spalt concludes. “A predictable 
product design entering production transitions 
quickly and with little variation and 
unanticipated costs. “

Spalt holds two patents, he has presented 
numerous papers at Raytheon symposia,  
and he was a contributing author to the 
publication, Space Mission Analysis and 
Design, 3rd Edition. He received a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Mechanical Engineering 
Technology from Southern Illinois University 
and a Master of Science degree in Industrial 
Engineering from Arizona State University.
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Sustainability in Raytheon’s products 
extends to efforts to engineer a sustainable 
future through environmental stewardship 
and the preservation of natural resources 
at our facilities (Figure 5). The sustainability 
principles are enterprisewide and 
influence every aspect of our company. In 
“Sustainability in Raytheon Factories and 
Buildings,” Nicole Sweeney discusses how 
integrating sustainability throughout our 
operations drives an innovative approach 
to problem-solving that yields solutions 
with co-benefits to both the environment 
and the business (Figure 6).

In both communication and practice, 
from improvement to existing operations 
(yield, reliability, cost, automation, etc.) 
to transitioning new/enabling design 
technologies to large scale operations, 
Raytheon fosters innovation throughout 
the company. Whether internal or through 
partnerships with academia and industry, 
Raytheon will continue to focus on 
advancements in technology and processes 
that bring added value to both customers 
and the defense manufacturing industry. 

— Chad Spalt & Charles Barbour 
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Additive  
Manufacturing:  
Stepping into  
the Future
Additive manufacturing (AM), 
also known as 3D printing, 
is a cutting edge technology 
that creates a physical product 
by adding material layer by 
layer according to its digital 
representation read from data 
stored in a CAD (Computer 
Aided Design) file. There are 
several advantages to utilizing 
this manufacturing method 
over conventional subtractive 
methods, which remove material 
using a cutting tool or laser.   
One advantage is speed to 
market. AM can deliver in days, 
products that would normally 
take weeks or months if 
manufactured conventionally.  
Another is the ability to create 
more complex configurations 
with lighter weights, resulting 
in superior performance 
characteristics. Also, the shorter 
cycle times and lower part 
counts achievable with AM can 
lead to lower product cost.

STEPPING   INTO
THE FUTURE

Additive Manufacturing:
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The integration of additive manufacturing 
at Raytheon is an enterprisewide 
transformation focused on advancing 
AM across the company, from a research 
application to a customer product solution. 
Creating the processes and infrastructure 
to advance a new technology from 
prototype development to qualified 
production is foundational to the COE 
mission—examining the entire product 
lifecycle as it relates to AM. Utilizing 
AM involves implementing new design 
philosophies, investing in manufacturing 
capabilities, creating and understanding 
the materials database, and developing 
robust product qualification plans.

Historically, the hardware design 
community utilized AM for prototype 
development, shortening the cycles of 
learning. For example, by printing a piece 
of a design in days, an engineer is able to 
test within a short timeframe and receive 
instant feedback on the overall design. 
AM in rapid prototyping allows for more 
design spins during development and the 
opportunity for engineers to create better 
designs. However, making the leap from 
prototype to production hardware requires 
a new approach. 

AM as a production technology is not  
just an investment in capital or technology,  
it is also an investment in the culture and 
processes of an organization. Organizing  
for innovation can be as important as  
the innovation itself. Raytheon has 
maintained a strategic focus on people, 
processes, tools and capital while taking  
a holistic approach from product selection  
to design, manufacturing, qualification  
and inspection.

Designing for AM includes a different 
philosophy and approach. Mechanical 
hardware designers are generally taught 
to design for conventional manufacturing 
techniques, such as computer numerical 
control (CNC) machining, brazing, welding, 
forging and casting. In AM, however, 
conventional rules no longer apply and 
designers must have both different skills 
and tools. Also, the enhanced complexity 
available with AM creates new frontiers 
in the design space. For example, the 
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breadth and types of producible features 
are greater than those provided in 
conventional manufacturing designs, 
and the dimensioning and tolerance 
methods used are different from those to 
which conventional design engineers are 
accustomed. These differences lead to an 
emerging need for an infrastructure that 
deploys new design guidance and training, 
along with associated modeling and 
analysis tools. Raytheon is meeting that 
need with both enterprisewide training 
on AM and program centric groups that 
hold deep dive workshops, conduct design 
reviews and assess the fit of hardware and 
systems for AM solutions. 

Equally important to engineering design 
expertise, manufacturing infrastructure 
plays an integral role in a company’s AM 
capability. Careful consideration must 
be given to the size, process type, and 
functionality of additive equipment. Many 

manufactured with traditional methods.  
AM also provided a shorter lead time 
helping to meet key project deadlines.

The Liquid Flow Thru Electronics Chassis1 
shown in figure 2 is another example 
of an AM application developed by 
Raytheon to leverage the benefits that 
AM provides. Typical liquid cooled chassis 
are manufactured through a brazing and 
machining process where each wall is 
made separately. Designing the chassis for 
AM reduced the lead time and allowed 
the entire chassis to be built as one 
piece, significantly reducing part count 
and eliminating leakage between parts. 
Additionally, the flexibility that AM offers 
allows the thermal paths to be optimized 
within the chassis to improve heat transfer.

Beyond the heat sink and chassis, Raytheon 
envisions other opportunities for leveraging 
AM technology, whether through thermal 
solutions, lightweighting of airborne 
product, printed electronics or large scale 
additive. The corporatewide AM initiative is 
helping to advance the maturity of additive 
in Raytheon—taking design, production 
and quality systems into tomorrow, and 
providing more cost-effective solutions and 
advanced capabilities for our customers. 

— Leah Hull, Travis Mayberry & Brian Gahan

Figure 1b: The Printed Aluminum  
Radial Heat Sink

Figure 2: The Printed Liquid Flow Thru Electronics Chassis

1 Monolithic multimodule electronics chassis with multi-planar 
embedded fluid cooling channels (US Patent Number 9468131)

In

Leah Battle Hull 
Raytheon Missile Systems

Leah Battle Hull leads the enterprisewide Additive 
Manufacturing initiative, a focus group responsible 
for developing the technology infrastructure to 
support AM development throughout the company. 
In addition to overseeing the day-to-day activities 
of the team, Hull serves as the general subject 
matter expert and advocate for AM technology, 
supporting proposals, training of personnel and 
creation of AM strategy.  

Hull was introduced to additive manufacturing by 
chance. “I was asked to look into the viability of 
metals additive manufacturing for Raytheon,”  
she states. “I had a unique skill set of metallurgy, 
operations experience and strategy experience  
that made this assignment a natural fit.”

When asked how AM supports Raytheon customer 
missions, Hull explains: “Additive manufacturing 
is an exciting technology, and there have been 
groundbreaking demonstrations of its capability. 
The AM initiative is adding the infrastructure to this 
technology to make it production-ready and 
available for all programs considering AM. This 
leads to a new understanding of not just how  
to manufacture product, but how Raytheon designs 
and develops hardware solutions.”

Hull has more than 17 years of experience with 
Raytheon. In addition to her AM responsibilities, 
she has worked as a Metallurgist in Process 
Engineering and as a Value Stream Manager for 
Raytheon Precision Manufacturing. She has further 
diversified her experience through cross-functional 
rotations in areas such as Hardware Engineering, 
Business Strategy and Human Resources.  
“Cross functional rotations forced me out of my 
comfort zone and gave me the confidence to 
excel,” Hull admits. “Through technical symposia, 
leadership development programs, mentors and 
day-to-day interactions, I was able to build a large 
and diverse network over the years. I love being on 
the forefront of new technology and applying that 
technology to help our company make things  
more efficiently, and to be more competitive for 
tomorrow’s challenges.” 

In considering what advice she might have for 
engineers beginning their careers, Hull offers:  
“Do the small things well and they will lead to 
bigger things. Take the ‘stretch’ assignments. And 
build your network by forging authentic 
connections with others.” 

Hull holds a bachelor’s degree in Metallurgical 
Engineering from the University of Missouri-Rolla 
and an MBA from the University of Texas at Dallas. 
She is a graduate of the Engineering Leadership 
Development Program and a recipient of 
Raytheon’s prestigious Excellence in Engineering 
and Technology (EiET) award. 
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Figure 1a: The Radial Heat Sink, prior to removal 
from the Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) machine

different processes exist in this space, 
utilizing metal, polymers, ceramics and 
electronics components. 

AM processes require significant amounts 
of development, not only in the process 
parameters (layer thickness, power, etc.), 
but also in the materials themselves. AM 
provides the opportunity for designers to 
build complex, lightweight products, but 
the materials do not have the empirical 
data that traditionally manufactured 
materials (e.g. cast and wrought metals) 
have obtained through the years. An 
entirely new materials qualification 
framework, therefore, is required to 
certify and qualify these materials. In 
addition to material datasets, product 
qualification plans need re-examination 
to make sure they are aligned with new 
manufacturing methods. A key individual 
in this framework is an appointed Materials 
Lead, whose responsibility it is to establish 
an architecture to assess both the need for 
materials and the qualification standards 
required. Characterizing and qualifying 
additively manufactured materials 
decreases risk and increases utilization of 
the technology within programs.

A prime example of AM is its use in the 
manufacturing of heat sinks. Shown in 
figures 1a and 1b is an aluminum radial 
heat sink for a CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) 
canister used in an evaporative cooling 
system. The design team chose AM 
on this project for a better performing 
part compared to a similar heat sink 
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Augmented  
Reality:  
Into the Factory 
and Beyond
Advanced Visualization 
Technology (AVT) has come a 
long way in the past 20 years, 
fueled by improvements in 
computer processing, Graphics 
Processing Units (GPU), micro 
optics, and the increasing 
availability of applications to 
support a growing set of use 
cases. Raytheon has made 
significant investment in the 
research and development of 
AVT capabilities to improve 
productivity and quality both  
in the factory and in the field.   
In this article we discuss various 
applications of AVT with a  
focus on Augmented Reality  
and present several examples  
of how Raytheon has taken 
advantage of these. 

INTO the fac  tory
and beyond

Augmented Reality: 
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AVT addresses multiple “realities,” with 
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality 
(AR) being the most widely referenced. 
Each reality is tied closely to its visualization 
technology, and each has its own strengths 
and weaknesses depending on the given 
application. Figure 1 represents how these 
realities can be considered as being on a 
continuous spectrum ranging between 
the real world and the virtual world. 
Specifically, Mixed Reality (MR) provides 
different amounts of spatially registered 
digital content overlaid onto views of 
the real world, and it handles real world 
occlusion of the content. Informed Reality 
(IR) provides non-spatially registered digital 
content overlaid onto views of the real 
world; AR provides spatially registered 
digital content overlaid onto views of the 
real world and VR places the user in an 
entirely virtual environment and occludes 
the real world. Note that IR and AR are 
very similar, differing mainly in whether 
information is locked down to a specific 
point of reference.

If you are a gamer or have seen visually 
stunning advertisements and media on TV 
or at the movies, odds are, you are familiar 
with today’s nearly photo-realistic VR 
environments. The Entertainment Industry 
continues to mature the underlying AVT 
for creating and consuming MR based 
content, and companies like Raytheon 
stand to benefit from these advances. 
While VR leverages a synthetic totally 
immersive computer generated 3D 
environment, AR based applications 
leverage computer generated information 
overlaid onto the user’s real world 
environment. Through closed visors or 
goggles, VR blocks out the user’s current 
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surroundings and transports him or her 
to another place. AR, however, takes 
current reality and adds information to 
it. It “augments” a user’s current state 
of presence, often displayed on a smart 
phone, clear glasses or visor. While VR 
may be more in the gaming mainstream, 
AR is gaining momentum in supporting 
a growing set of business use cases. AR’s 
ability to effectively provide hands-free 
information while maintaining the user’s 
situational awareness is a critical attribute. 
AR helps facilitate the completion of a real 
world task and enables Raytheon to do 
business in an innovative and more cost 
effective manner. 

AR Wearables (ARW) support a wide 
variety of use cases across a breadth of 
industries, from commercial to Aerospace 
and Defense. They are beginning to replace 
computers and monitors in warehouses and 
on the factory floor. Common examples 
of this include factory assembly guidance, 
inspection, test support, warehouse 
logistics, troubleshooting, training and field 
support. Mobile hands-free information 
and remote collaboration capabilities are 
enabling more efficient diagnosis and 
resolution of problems both in the factory 
and out in the field. Across industry, 
companies are realizing the benefits of 
implementing AR technology in everything 
from product assembly, diagnostics, test 
and inspection to remote technical support 
and customer product preview. ARW 
promote hands-free operation contributing 
to faster manufacturing cycle time, 
improved quality, and significant reductions 
in post deployment problem resolution  
and repair times.   

At the recent Enterprise Wearable 
Technology Summit (EWTS 2018), the 
Gartner® Technology Hype Cycle was 
referenced multiple times in regard to the 
fast moving ARW industry. The Hype Cycle 
is a representation of a new technology’s 
maturation based on the evaluation 
of its position in five key phases of a 
technology’s lifecycle: Innovation Trigger; 
Peak of Inflated Expectations; Trough of 
Disillusionment; Slope of Enlightenment; 
and Plateau of Productivity. Based on 
demonstrated successes, Information 
Technology (IT) organizations at multiple 
companies are taking a leadership role 
in championing the push of ARW up the 
Slope of Enlightenment onto the Plateau 
of Productivity.1 As with many innovative 
and disruptive technologies, however, the 
key to success in a company is to ensure 
delivery of business value. 

Mixed Reality Applications  
at Raytheon
Raytheon began evaluating AVT several 
years ago as a means to reduce total costs 
to develop, manufacture and support 
technologically advanced products. Since 
that time, many benefits of AVT have been 
appreciated through multiple integration, 
pilot and deployment efforts across the 
enterprise. Figure 2 describes some of the 
observed benefits and associated functions 
where these benefits are realized.

With the maturation of cost-effective 
ARW technology, users now have hands-
free access to information, checklists 
and instructions, along with on-demand 
technical support. Wearables provide 
real-time information while allowing 
the user to maintain focus on the 
physical environment. With the advent 
of smartglasses (ARW with onboard 
processing and communication), the 
next generation ARW spawns a more 
comfortable form factor with much greater 
capability. While ergonomic comfort and 
battery life remain high on the list of ARW 
challenges, AR based technologies have 
matured to where they are now being 
effectively used across Raytheon.

Raytheon personnel in the factory 
experience significant advantages from 
mobile, real-time, hands-free information. 
Opportunities in this area include material 
movement logistics, assembly, inspection 
and test. Projected Work Instructions 
(PWI) augment an assembler’s reality 
by leveraging a vision system to detect 
hardware and project context sensitive 
step by step guidance onto a work 
surface. While PWI solutions come in 
many configurations for both small and 
large scale assembly, the implementation 
concept is the same. These systems 
can highlight specific locations to draw 
the assembler’s attention to the proper 
assembly points and sequence. PWI based 
assembly has proven to be faster, with 
improved quality and significant savings 
over traditional assembly methods.

Furthering the information visualization 
advantage is the ability to go mobile and 
hands-free. Today’s ARW smartglasses 
provide the comfort and capabilities to give 
factory floor personnel the information 
they need, when they need it, while 
maintaining attention to their assembly 
or inspection tasks. Figure 3 shows 
conceptually how ARW technology is being 
used today. 

Many next generation smartglasses 
hold the promise of eliminating tethers 
to computing devices, increasing both 
mobility and safety. Similar AR Wearables 
are being used today at Raytheon in 
conjunction with Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) camera microscopes to enable 
remote supplier inspection. With just one 
person at the supplier utilizing this remote 
collaboration technology, the remainder of 
the inspection team can provide support 
as needed from the home location. 
For example, a Subject Matter Expert 
(SME) can capture video evidence of the 
inspection remotely, eliminating the cost  
of traveling to the supplier’s location. 
Moving forward, Raytheon continues to 
work with customers who are interested 
in, and can take advantage of, remote 
inspection technologies.

Given the complexity of today’s products 
and systems, even trained maintenance 
personnel may need help with 
troubleshooting and repair. AR based 
remote collaboration is a key enabler in 
this regard, connecting the remote worker 
with the appropriate SME, on-demand, 

Figure 2: Augmented Reality (AR) benefits and associated functions

Situational Awareness: AR Wearables sensors/IoT, alert to emerging threats or safety hazards

BENEFIT ASSOCIATED FUNCTION

Decreased Travel:  Rapid, on demand support from technical experts System Integration and Test, Training, Field Support

Increased Focus: Increased time on task and quality of work with less stress 
and fewer errors

Assembly, Test, Inspection

More Complete Information: On-demand access to latest technical documentation 
provides more accurate representation of task with decreased errors

Manual Assembly, Troubleshooting, Repair

Novel Understanding: Previously unattainable system/component views 
(i.e. As-Is / To-Be, magnified, cut away)

Training, Troubleshooting, Repair

Enhanced Collaboration: On-demand remote guidance, shared point of view across 
team, demonstration of complex posturing

Assembly, Test, Inspection

Warehouse, Material Movement, Integration

Information Mobility: Eliminate need for computer and monitor, hands-free access to 
information, voice driven manufacturing execution system inputs

Assembly, Test, Inspection

MIXED REALITY (MR)

REAL 
ENVIRONMENT

VIRTUAL 
ENVIRONMENT

INFORMED 
REALITY (IR)

AUGMENTED 
REALITY (AR)

VIRTUAL 
REALITY (VR)

Figure 1: Virtuality Spectrum

1 https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/ 
gartner-hype-cycle
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utilizing the expertise required for rapid 
problem resolution. In this way, the SMEs 
are able to more effectively share a broad 
knowledge base when and where it is 
needed.

In the advancement of a remote 
maintenance capability, Raytheon has 
partnered with strategic AR hardware 
and software suppliers and leveraged 
Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) 
technologies to create a secure AR based 
remote collaboration environment. 
The Remote Maintenance for Reduced 
Manning (RM2) capability is a platform 
agnostic, mobile, secure augmented reality 
based system that enables multi-user 
communication for remote collaboration. 
Figure 4 highlights examples of the RM2 
system used internally between Raytheon 
factories and program engineering 
personnel, as well as externally with 
suppliers and customers. In application, a 
SME sees the remote system via a secure 
encrypted audio and video connection 
from the remote user's tablet or AR 
glasses. Their hands, posture, tools and 
parts are captured by a downward looking 
camera on the pointing pad, and the 
resulting image is projected back in a real-
time AR overlay in the remote user’s field 
of view. In this way, a SME can point or use 
telestration (superimposing a markup over 
the picture) to direct the remote user with 
‘ghost hands.’ And the remote user is then 

able to place their hands in alignment with 
the SME to ensure correct hand posture 
and position. 

The technology and CONOPS (concept of 
operations) of the RM2 augmented reality 
hardware and software environment are 
well established and provide a secure 
responsive collaborative infrastructure 
worldwide. It enables a broad spectrum 
of collaboration across the enterprise for 
many use cases, from repair and upgrade 
to training and inspection. The primary 
objective is to provide effective technical 
support communication between a 
remote user (depot or field) and subject 
matter expert. RM2 is helping programs 
significantly lower manning costs and 
improve responsiveness through reduced 
reliance on travel. It leverages SME time 
and resources to improve utilization of 
key intellectual assets, while helping new 
programs with remote maintenance needs. 
RM2 is also being deployed internally to 
Raytheon factories, providing internal and 
external customers with more timely, lower 
cost collaborative technical support across 
sites. RM2 helps to significantly cut travel 
costs while promising a positive impact on 
product availability.

Challenges to AR Adoption
While AR Wearable suppliers are still 
improving field of view, battery life and 
ergonomic fit, current ARW technology 
is viable for office and factory use. And 
while most devices are not rated for harsh 
physical environments, deployments into 
some austere and remote field locations 
are possible. Most companies, however, 
still face barriers to broad implementation. 
Today’s AR smartglasses are wearable 
computers. They include a myriad 
of onboard sensors and networking 
technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth  
and GPS. Several versions are equipped 
with a variety of microphones, cameras for 
digital photos and video, thermal sensors 
and 9DOF (nine degrees of freedom) 
Inertial Measurement Units (IMU).2 Users 
of these devices must understand and 
comply with Information Assurance 
policies that address operating systems; 
applications; security; software updates; 
wireless connectivity to corporate network 
infrastructure; and procedural approvals 
for safe use of video recording equipment. 
If AR Wearables are to be used outside 
of the continental United States, Export/
Import regulations must be observed and 
local country telecom regulations must 
be addressed. Questions also frequently 
arise regarding data ownership and 
licensing rights. For organizations that 
seek the benefits of adopting emerging 
technologies like AR, a key consideration 
is oftentimes striking the right balance 
between governance and innovation.

The Future of Mixed Reality  
at Raytheon
While Raytheon and its customers are now 
benefiting from the use of AR technology 
in the factory and in the field, we have 
yet to reach the Plateau of Productivity.3 
Technologists in Raytheon’s companywide 

network of Immersive Design Centers 
continue to evaluate the latest generation 
of AR Wearables in an effort to provide 
lower cost AR solutions with improved 
comfort and performance. Feature 
recognition capabilities and pertinent tactile 
haptics are also being researched today for 
incorporation into next generation  

Figure 4: A Remote 
RM2 user with tablet 
(top), a Remote 
RM2 user with 
smartglasses (middle) 
and an SME’s ‘ghost 
hands’ providing 
instruction in the 
remote user’s field of 
view (bottom)

Figure 3: AR-based Wearables enable 
hands-free information display

AR solutions. Additionally, RM2 
capabilities continue to expand as the 
latest COTS technologies and Raytheon 
patented and patent pending features 
become available. 

—  Keith Janasak, John Cogliandro, Brent Dingle, 
Adam Feccia & Kristen Stone

2 9DOF IMU refers to a combined 3-axis accelerometer,  
3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis magnetometer.

3  https://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/ 
gartner-hype-cycle
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Keith Janasak 
Space and Airborne Systems

Keith Janasak is a Senior Principal Operations 
Engineer for the Space and Airborne Systems 
(SAS) business of Raytheon Company. With more 
than 40 years of experience, Janasak is currently 
the Advanced Visualization Technology Lead for 
SAS, responsible for the development, integration 
and deployment of Augmented Reality (AR) and 
Virtual Reality (VR) technologies across the 
product lifecycle. Janasak has extensive 
experience in advanced engineering automation 
tools, including leveraging three dimensional (3D) 
models of Raytheon products and mannequins to 
assess, visualize and improve how products are 
assembled, tested, operated and supported. 

“The need to provide 3D virtual reality based 
training to our customers’ operators and 
maintainers opened the door for me getting into 
Advanced Visualization,” Janasak relates. “An 
early exposure to multi-player online gaming got 
the creative juices flowing as a viable way to 
conduct immersive customer team training. I also 
had the opportunity to lead the Raytheon 
requirements team for the first Immersive Design 
Center in SAS. This facility features a virtual reality 
CAVE™ Automatic Virtual Environment and was 
fundamental to enabling programs to leverage 
their native engineering applications to support 
immersive design reviews, including Design for 
Manufacturing and Assembly engagements.” 

Janasak was the principal investigator for the 
Remote Maintenance for Reduced Manning (RM2) 
project, an activity that leveraged AR to develop a 
remote collaboration capability for use both 
internally within Raytheon and in the field. His 
current focus is in the deployment of this technology 
to facilitate remote collaboration between the 
factory floor and program subject matter experts. 
“The goal is to utilize the next generation AR 
Wearables to put contextually relevant information 
in the field of view of the user while maintaining 
hands-free user mobility,” Janasak explains.

Janasak is co-chair of Raytheon’s Immersive and 
Interactive Visualization (I2V) Technology Interest 
Group, where he is responsible for fostering 
communication and collaboration within I2V across 
the company. Janasak encourages new employees 
to: “Network with people through Raytheon’s 
Technology Interest Groups to grow personal 
knowledge in technology domains that align with 
your passion. Always look for opportunities where 
your technology passions can be applied, and get 
involved in driving innovative solutions.” 

Janasak received his Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering from Auburn University, and he holds a 
Master of Science degree in Engineering 
Management from Southern Methodist University.
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DFMA:  
Design for  
Manufacturing 
and Assembly 
with Sustainment 
throughout the 
Product Lifecycle
Raytheon Design for 
Manufacturing and Assembly 
(DFMA®) is an integral part 
of the design process that 
ensures the manufacturability 
and affordability of products 
and processes. While achieving 
customer requirements, 
DFMA puts an emphasis 
on design, fabrication, 
assembly, integration, test 
and sustainment. It is the 
methodology for designing 
products and systems to 
more effectively utilize overall 
manufacturing and assembly 
processes. Collaboration is 
critical to the success of DFMA, 
as the design of a product 
is optimized when there is 
cross-functional participation 
from Engineering design teams 
and from operations and other 
disciplines’ subject matter 
experts (SMEs).
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Why DFMA?
Understanding every aspect of customer 
requirements as early as possible in the 
design process is an important part 
of staying competitive in the defense 
industry. Raytheon programs face the 
challenge of defining product requirements 
and developing robust designs under 
increasingly greater need for quality, lower 
cost and reduced schedule. Utilizing DFMA 
provides an advantage by addressing three 
key program metrics: Total Ownership Cost 
(TOC), Design Cycle Time and Cost of Poor 
Quality (CoPQ).

Design decisions can drive the TOC of a 
program, which includes elements of the 
program Life Cycle Cost as well as other 
infrastructure or business process costs 
not normally attributed to the program. 
New programs, therefore, as well as major 
upgrades to existing programs, have the 
greatest potential for TOC reduction. 
When applied at the earliest design stages 
of a program, DFMA practices have the 
greatest impact on the TOC, and reduce 
the overall design cycle time. 

Studies by Boothroyd Dewhurst on 
products, with and without DFMA, 
across hundreds of businesses concluded 
that performing DFMA early in the 
concept phase of a product results in 
fewer disruptions in subsequent phases, 
requiring less change notices and rework. 
The result is an average of 40 percent 
reduction in design cycle time (Figure 1).1 
With early DFMA, what normally involves 
a stepwise peer review through Quality, 
Operations and other functions becomes 
a proactive real-time closed loop feedback 
that influences the design starting at 
conception.

Cost of Poor Quality (CoPQ) is the costs 
associated with poor quality products 
or services which, in some cases, can 
result from poor designs. Quality issues 
throughout the program lifecycle can be 
reduced when production and sustainment 
information on process capability, cost 
drivers, cycle time, yield and defect 
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opportunities is available early on to 
support data driven design decisions. With 
DFMA, engineers can predict and minimize 
manufacturing, assembly and sustainment 
risks early in the development process.

Examples of DFMA principles combined 
with cross team collaboration help to 
highlight these ideas. In a recent Raytheon 
printed wiring board (PWB) design 
activity, engineers engaged independent 
subject matter experts (SMEs) and the 
PWB supplier to create a more affordable 
design. Collectively, the team was able to 
create a list of more than 50 improvement 
ideas, prioritize the list through use of an 
ease and impact assessment and, finally, 
produce a recommended set of cost 
reduction activities. The recommendations 
included elimination of four layers of the 
PWB, an increase in panel utilization (# 
of boards per panel), optimization of the 
plating process, and improved PWB yields. 
In the end, the effort resulted in a greater 
than 25 percent cost reduction.

In another example, DFMA and Agile/
Lean principles were used to meet the 
performance and cost targets of a product 
chassis. Engineers and SMEs from multiple 
program disciplines leveraged both 
manufacturing and test process capabilities 
to reduce weight and cost of the chassis.  

In this instance, more than 30 
improvement ideas were again prioritized 
through an ease and impact assessment to 
produce a set of cost reduction initiatives 
that resulted in 31 percent fewer parts and 
a greater than 40 percent cost reduction  
for the chassis.

DFMA with Sustainment (DFMA/S)
Raytheon has built upon the generally 
accepted principles of DFMA to better 
meet sustainment goals and the 
requirements of the industry in which 
the products are deployed. There are 15 
Raytheon DFMA/S principles (Figure 2) 
that provide the foundation for reducing 
the complexity of the design and assembly 
sequence along with identification of 
alternative manufacturing processes, all of 
which helps to reduce the overall cost and 
complexity of production, integration and 
sustainment. The first 11 principles address 
simplicity of design, minimizing both 
parts and operations steps while meeting 
product requirements. These also stress 
using standard, easy to assemble, self-
locating parts that do not require special 
tooling. Raytheon has modified these 
industry standard principles (highlighted 
in white) to better support sustainment, 
product use and maintenance by end-users.

DFMA/S at Raytheon incorporates three 
methodologies: DFMA/S workshops, 
Integrated DFMA/S (iDFMA/S) workshops 
and Concurrent Engineering.

DFMA/S workshops are collaborative 
events, led by a facilitator, that utilize 
DFMA/S principles and tools to identify 
design simplification ideas. These are 
typically larger cross-functional meetings 
of 12 or more people that focus on system 
level assemblies and are often held in one 
of Raytheon’s Immersive Design Centers 
(IDCs), Figure 3. IDCs provide an ideal 
collaborative space with 3D capability in 
a CAVE™ Automatic Virtual Environment 
where a team is immersed in virtual 
technical content with real-time model 
interrogation and idea capture. Here, using 
3D models or prototypes, they are able to 
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Figure 1: An early DFMA strategy provides  
reduced design cycle time
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1   Boothroyd G., Dewhurst P., Knight W. A., “Product Design for Manufacture and Assembly” Second Edition, (Boca Raton, FL, CRC Press, 2001)

Figure 2: Raytheon’s 15 principles of Design for 
Manufacturing and Assembly with Sustainment (DFMA/S)
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investigate early on, producibility issues 
such as operator physical interference, 
ergonomics issues during component 
manipulation and/or assembly tool 
accessibility limitations. Workshop activities 
are documented using a DFMA/S template 
from the Raytheon Six Sigma™ toolkit and 
an implementation plan with prioritized 
recommendations is produced.

While also a collaborative event, an 
iDFMA/S workshop is smaller in both size 
(usually only three to five people) and 
scope. Its narrowed focus is defined by 
product cost or size of the design; circuit 
card assemblies, interconnects and sub-
components for example. The iDFMA/S 
workshop also uses the DFMA/S template 

to create a prioritized recommendations list 
and implementation plan.  

Concurrent engineering involves using a 
cross-functional team to simultaneously 
design products along with associated 
manufacturing processes and sustainment 
methods. By integrating quality, operations 
and product support functions into the 
design and development process, trade 
studies on all critical processes and product 
areas can be performed concurrently. For 
example, studies may include production 
process capabilities, manufacturing costs, 
special tooling and test equipment along 
with manufacturing and sustainment issues 
such as material constraints and availability, 
field accessibility, special training 
requirements, and ergonomics.

When combined, the three methodologies 
form a foundation to help integrate DFMA/S 
across the enterprise, providing consistency 
in both application and focus for cost-
effective manufacturability, quality and 
sustainment of Raytheon’s product lines.

Beyond DFMA/S, Design for “X” 
Going beyond the DFMA/S umbrella, 
Design for “X” (DfX), where X is a variable 
with many possible values, adapts the 
standard DFMA/S infrastructure processes, 
tools and people to influence and simplify 
other product development opportunities. 
For instance, DfX may include Design 
for: Automation, Test, Safety, Human 
Factors, Corrosion Mitigation, Additive 
Manufacturing or Facility Optimization. 
In all cases, understanding a program’s 
requirements and involving a program’s 
process experts as well as cross-functional 
influences is paramount to a successful  
DfX activity. 

Summary
DFMA/S is being used throughout 
Raytheon to reduce design cycle time, 
improve producibility and sustainability, 
and to promote cost competitiveness 
during product development. Resources 
are available across the enterprise through 
a DFMA/S website and the Raytheon 
Six Sigma toolkit for organizations to 
utilize the wealth of experience, tools, 
processes and methods key to developing 
the most efficient design solutions for 
customer mission success. DFMA/S is a 
product development best practice and 
is essential to how products are designed 
and improved at Raytheon. Although 
leveraged in the early development 
phase of a product, DFMA/S provides 
significant savings through the product 
lifecycle, and it helps ensure that systems 
are manufacturable, affordable and 

sustainable. 

— Maria Spalt & Mark Steudel

Figure 3: The Immersive Design Center provides an ideal setting for cross-functional team collaboration

Concurrent engineering involves using a cross- 
functional team to simultaneously design products 
along with associated manufacturing processes  
and sustainment methods

In

Maria Spalt 
Raytheon Missile Systems

With more than 16 years of experience with 
Raytheon Company, Maria Spalt has been 
instrumental in the successful transition of  
several key product lines into production. 
As a Manufacturing Engineering Manager at 
Raytheon Missile Systems, she has led or held  
a major role in the development of tools and 
processes used in Operations proposals, product 
producibility and affordability, and transition to 
production. In her lead manufacturing engineering 
role, Spalt’s efforts touch many different functions 
on a daily basis, providing a broad perspective 
and foundation for productive decisions. 

“A career in Manufacturing Engineering has given 
me diverse project management experiences,” 
Spalt states. “Manufacturing Engineering touches 
the entire lifecycle of the product and has  
allowed me to create positive and collaborative 
relationships across Raytheon and with our 
customers.”

Spalt’s 29 years of operations leadership and 
manufacturing engineering experience includes 
both military systems and commercial and 
government electronics. She has been influential 
in designing product features that enable 
economical fabrication, assembly and test while 
leveraging existing manufacturing technology  
and capabilities. This upfront involvement with  
the program team is a major discriminator 
between competing system solutions.

“It is imperative that we are able to get new 
capabilities into the hands of the warfighters 
quickly,” Spalt impresses. “This means that 
Manufacturing must be involved in the design 
and development process to ensure producible, 
affordable, quality products are delivered on 
time.”

Prior to joining Raytheon, Spalt held management 
positions in several manufacturing factories, 
including a rapid prototype facility that provided 
quick turn hardware to development teams and 
enabled advanced manufacturing process 
development.

Asked what advice she would offer new 
employees in the manufacturing engineering field, 
Spalt explains: “Continuous process improvement. 
Always question how a process can be made 
better, and then do just that.” 

Spalt is currently the Operations representative  
for the Raytheon Missile Systems Integrated 
Process Development System (IPDS) Control 
Board and the Design for Manufacturing and 
Assembly Council. She holds a bachelor’s and 
master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from 
Arizona State University, and she is a certified 
Manufacturing Readiness Level Assessor. 
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Digital Thread 
Initiative:    
Unlocking  
Business Value 
for Raytheon
Corporations such as Raytheon 
have accumulated large 
amounts of non-discoverable 
knowledge assets such as 
content files, isolated models 
and single purpose databases. 
Emerging technologies are 
providing a means to uncover 
and re-assimilate this extremely 
rich bounty of information, and 
then link it into a “connective 
tissue” to place it within 
context of the hardware and 
software deliverable products 
they support. The Digital Thread 
approach of linking information 
across the full product lifecycle, 
in context to the defined and 
controlled products, makes 
this information far more 
discoverable and relevant. This 
not only maximizes its use later 
in the program or lifecycle of the 
product, but also paves the way 
for reuse in future products.  

Unlocking
Business Value

Digital Thread Initiative:

for Raytheon
Imagine if through machine learning and reasoning technologies a company could 
unearth and catalog all of its existing knowledge assets across past and current 
products, and bring that information to bear on future proposals and programs, 
independent of where the asset was created and who created it. Imagine the 
acceleration in time to market if proposal and design teams could maximize  
reuse of time tested products with all supporting work products, eliminating the 
re-creation of information gaps and allowing them to focus on the innovation.  
The Digital Thread environment makes this possible, creating a gravitational pull  
of unstructured, orphaned information into a well-organized and user friendly form, 
making it easier to manage, track and consume billions of knowledge assets over 
time for better decision making and acceleration of current and future products. 
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digital thread initiative

A Digital Thread is a weave of information 
and services that contains all the 
information about a particular system over 
the life of that system, from conceptual 
design through end-of-life. This includes 
the original proposal, design trades, 
analysis, models, drawings, software, 
manufacturing notes, any changes  
made on the production floor, and all 
services that the system has undergone. 
A Digital Thread is unique to every 
delivered product and is linked to the 
Digital Threads of other "like" products to 
ensure that information associated with 
actions performed on any one product 
in a family of products is available to the 
entire product family. Additionally, sensed 
state changes from fielded products 
can be compiled along with the design 
analysis and production information, and 
be readily available to help diagnose and 
improve system performance in the field. 
Throughout the lifecycle of a product,  
the availability of this amount of historical 
and current knowledge contributes 
significantly to lower lifecycle costs, 
improved maintenance practices and more 
efficient system updates and upgrades. 

As late as the 1980’s, the major aerospace 
companies were still working with ink 
on mylar drawings. Although archaic by 
today’s standards, there was an advantage 
to this simplicity, as you always knew 
the mylar drawing was the controlling 
master of the product’s definition, while 
the blueprint was simply an uncontrolled 
copy. Since that time, the industry has 
experienced numerous technology 
explosions, due primarily to the exponential 
increase in computer power driving 
digital or model based solutions. This 
has resulted in the undesirable effect of 
perfectly mass replicating native authoring 
files, creating a tremendous amount 
of ambiguity on what constitutes the 
controlling master file as well as where it 
is located and how it’s governed. Many 
companies today use single purpose, siloed 
databases and libraries tied to functionally 
specific authoring tools, along with other 
relevant product data that is completely 
disconnected from the product’s definition 
in its Authoritative System of Record. 

Additionally, digital formats are not 
naturally immutable, leading to a practice 
called “clone and own” between system 
owners, who modify the data and content 
in the system they own and don’t push the 
changes back to the source systems. Before 
long, there is an inability to digitally trace 
information across isolated infrastructure 
systems. This creates a major data issue, 
defeating the automation of digital 
transactions and end-to-end traceability of 
information. While business automation 
and digitization can increase speed to 
market, reduce operational costs and 
contribute to margin growth, the required 
data cleansing and well-meaning point-
to-point system integration can become a 
never ending and very expensive approach 
to creating a Digital Thread.

Product information should be treated 
the same as other company assets. It is 
important to understand how much there 
is, how healthy the information is, and 
how to use this information to create 
business value. Several themes should be 
addressed in a strategy to maximize the 
benefits of the Digital Thread, including 
a more holistic approach to solutions 
which avoids “path of least resistance” 
methods to accomplish near term tasks. 
Also, configuration management, content 
management and a common framework 
are necessary to ensure that information 
is traceable, native files are linked to the 
product they support, and data from 
trusted sources are available when and 
where needed. Finally, process visibility 
across product lines, systems and tools to 
support consistency in design, operation 
and production must be employed in order 
to troubleshoot the system and drive a 
reduced time to market.

The need to adopt a coherent product 
information strategy that is visible, 
automated and governed across the 
enterprise is paramount because of the 
growing volume, velocity and variety 
of information over time. A coherent 
approach enables accelerating the 
execution of all programs, improving 
speed to market. Eliminating the gaps 
in availability of this digital product 

TECHNOLOGY BENEFIT TO DIGITAL THREAD

Semantic Annotation and Tagging Machine assisted enrichment of core data assets with metadata that describes/characterizes the content  
(e.g. security labels, product category/domain, function, etc.). Provides the foundation for Semantic searches  
as well as large scale integration and reasoning on data both internally and with web enabled sources.

Figure 1: Technologies used to enhance Digital Thread capability

information paves the way to systemically 
leverage emerging technologies such 
as Digital Automation, Model Based 
Engineering (MBE), Intelligent Business 
Process Management (iBPM), Internet 
of Things (IoT), Augmented & Virtual 
Reality (AR/VR) and Artificial Intelligence & 
Machine Learning (AI/ML).

Raytheon is engaged in “Digitizing the 
Business.” This digital transformation 
has multiple aspects and focus areas. 
Digital control of the product definition 
and identifiers starts in the proposal 
phase and continues through operations, 
procurement from suppliers and customer 
support. From the system level down to 
the lowest element of a specific line of 
code or circuit card resistor, creation of 
a complete digital record has immediate 
benefit toward converting manual tasks 
to automated tasks, reducing errors, and 
establishing navigation lanes for core 
product digital information. 

Knowledge asset creation is enabled 
through the enrichment of information 
brought into the proposal and design 
phase to speed up design convergence.  
The Digital Thread automates the 
collection, characterization and alignment 
of system and product information 
and associates these functional and 
performance attributes with existing 
product identifiers representing assemblies, 

modules and components for the purposes 
of search, selection, trades and eventual 
use/reuse in design solutions.

In order to effectively harness the vast 
wealth of information that has been created 
and digitized over the past 25 or more 
years, much of it in unstructured data types 
and objects, new technologies need to  
be developed, matured and/or adapted 
(Figure 1). One of these is Semantic 
Technology, which is the ability of a 
computing system to understand words 
based on their usage and context. Semantic 
Technology improves search accuracy by 
understanding a user’s intent and contextual 
meaning. It uses Semantic Annotation and 
Tagging to categorize data assets by content 
and by relationship. Semantic Technology 
has been around for several years, and while 
it is easy to see how this technology could 
be very useful to the Digital Thread, it has 
been slow to develop and expensive to 
adopt until recently. 

Graph Visualization and Modeling, a 
common modern analysis and machine 
learning technology, can contribute 
greatly to the Digital Thread. It enables the 
modeling of the data’s logical connections 
to produce a physical model that allows 
connections to be visualized. Tying 
together the content with semantics allows 
for a two-directional flow of information 
that can be used to create Digital Threads. 

Raytheon delivers many products to many 
customers. Initial studies and application 
of Digital Thread methods have shown 
significant potential for the quality and 
availability of system information to 
support improved design, development 
and delivery of these products. The 
goal of the Digital Thread Initiative 
and its associated product information 
management is to solidify the “connective 
tissue” between the vast amounts of 
information available, relative to product 
development, delivery and maintenance, 
in such a way that efficiencies in process 
time, energy and material usage across 
the product’s lifecycle can all be improved. 
Digital Threads can provide insight into 
areas for product improvements that may 
not be readily apparent in some work 
environments. They can also be a catalyst 
for the next generation of Model Based 
technologies. Digital Thread solutions will 
be most effective when they are logical and 
compelling enough for even the occasional 
user to confidently and adequately 
capture, manage and retrieve the right 
information at the right time—setting the 
stage for future “Digital Business” and 
“Digital Twin” models where intellectual 
property and information are key assets for 
Raytheon, its products and its customers.   

— David Slader, Greg Piper & Ron Williamson

Semantic Search Improved search capability and accuracy that considers user intent and contextual meaning, leveraging 
ontologies built using semantic standards such as Web Ontology Language (OWL), Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) and SPARQL as well as ontological triples (subject, predicate and object) that model 
relationships between and across domains.

Graph Visualization and Modeling Translation of data’s conceptual view to a logical and physical model amenable to visualization and  
baseline management.

Ontology Based Management/Development The mechanisms and processes to govern quality and fidelity of ontologies that represent concepts and 
relationships within a domain or across multiple Raytheon knowledge hubs.

Data Analytics with Machine Learning (ML) Automation of metadata generation and analytical model building for pattern, root cause and other  
ML-based analyses.
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Robotics  
in the Factory
Robots are changing manufacturing.  
And at Raytheon, robots are playing 
a key role in the development, 
optimization and proliferation of 
advanced manufacturing technologies 
across the enterprise. Advances 
in infrastructure, high technology 
production facilities and factory 
automation combine to drive 
productivity improvements and facilitate 
growth. This article discusses the 
fundamentals of these manufacturing 
advancements and the significant role 
robotics technology plays in Raytheon 
manufacturing automation. 

Robots have a significant impact on today’s 
manufacturing processes. Assembly 
automation can incorporate both vision 
systems and force sensing. As an example, 
vision can guide a robot to pick up a 
component from a conveyor, thereby 
reducing or eliminating the need for 
precise location. Visual sensing gives a 
robot the ability to rotate or translate  
one piece, fitting it with another piece. 
Force sensing is used in part assembly 
operations like insertion, giving the robot 
controller feedback on how well parts  
are going together or how much force  
is being applied. Together, these sensing 
technologies make an automated 
production line cost effective for even 
relatively short production runs. As 
depicted in Figure 1, robots are often used 
to perform duties that are dangerous, or 
unsuitable for human workers, such as 
repetitious work that could lead to injuries 
due to poor ergonomics. The assembly 
robot shown has the flexibility built into 
the design to handle variants of a product 
family, even from cycle to cycle, when 
equipped with vision and/or other sensors, 
and it is quickly and inexpensively 
reconfigured with product design changes. 

Three distinct types of robots, industrial, 
collaborative and material handling, 
have become key to achieving higher 
efficiencies and quality across all Raytheon 
manufacturing sites. 

Industrial robots are automated, 
programmable and capable of movement 
on two or more axes. They can be 
programmed to perform dangerous, 
difficult and/or repetitive tasks with 
reduced waste and consistent precision 
and accuracy. In Figure 2, a robot utilizing 
an end of arm tooling (EOAT) attachment 
can hold and manipulate either the 
tool being used in the process or the 

Figure 1: Robots are working hand-in-machine with Raytheon engineers to build powerful radars for U.S. and allied militaries

piece being worked on in the process. 
In this ‘dual-robotic’ configuration, 
the smaller robot controlling the EOAT 
attachment is mounted on top of a tray, 
which is attached to a larger robot for 
movement and positioning. The dual robot 
solution provides a smaller footprint of 
manufacturing space. The larger robot 
allows flexible autonomous installation at 
large envelopes while the smaller robot 
provides the high precision of assembly.

Collaborative robots (Cobots) enable rapid 
deployment and provide the flexibility 
necessary to allow Raytheon engineers 
to integrate robotic functionality across 

multiple product lines and applications. 
These robots execute tasks (Figure 3), 
operating side by side with their human 
counterparts, without a need for additional 
safety devices. Based on proven sensor 
technology, the force sensors and safe 
contact stops are able to immediately 
halt a collaborative robot’s current task 
whenever the possibility of collision with a 
human person or fixed object is detected. 
Operators can guide the robot and/or 
train it to assist in assembly, pick & place, 
adhesive application, verification, machine 
tending, and material manipulation. 
Collaborative robots allow the user to work 
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robotics in the factory

Figure 4: An Operations Engineer programs an automated guided vehicle  
to bring parts and tools to a robotic arm that helps build radars in Raytheon’s  
new state-of-the-art radar development facility

Figure 3: A collaborative 
robot works side by side 
on a workstation with 
an operator to complete 
a component build

Figure 2: A ˝dual-robotic˝ system for radar array assembly

cooperatively with the system, increasing 
operator productivity and product quality 
while reducing waste.

Material handling robots or Automated 
Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are portable robots 
that utilize vision, magnets and/or lasers for 
navigation. AGVs are used to consistently 
and predictably transport material loads 
in areas that might otherwise be serviced 
by fork lifts, conveyors or manual cart 
transport. They are particularly useful 
where high volumes of repetitive 
movements of material are required, but 
where little or no human decision making 
is needed to perform the movement. 
AGVs assist in material handling logistics 
to optimize the flow of materials within 
production systems that focus on the 
reliability, traceability and efficiency of 
moving product (Figure 4). Raytheon 
employs two types of AGVs within its 
manufacturing facilities, autonomous 
navigation and laser navigation. Both are 
integrated into the Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) and Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems for a 
fully integrated automation solution.

Autonomous navigation AGVs have built-
in sensors, cameras and sophisticated 
software. These autonomous robots can 

identify their surroundings and take the 
most efficient route to their destination, 
safely avoiding obstacles and people. 
Without the need to alter the facility with 
expensive, inflexible wires or sensors, 
autonomous robots can safely maneuver 
around people and obstacles, through 
doorways, and in 
and out of elevators.

Laser navigation 
AGVs have many 
tons of load 
capacity and can 
pick up a radar 
which is sitting on a 
mobilizer, a structure 
that interfaces with the AGV. The laser 
navigation AGV locks into the mobilizer 
and uses laser navigation throughout 
the facility to navigate autonomously 
and position itself within 3 millimeters 
of its target in just minutes. Historically, 
arrays were placed on air pallets that 
required precision and accuracy performed 
by human hand, utilizing lasers. That 
effort took days to complete and now, 
through automation, takes just minutes 
to complete, with significant cycle time 
reduction, increased repeatability, and 
minimal support.

In addition to internally developed 
technologies, Raytheon leverages 
advancements in the commercial 
sector. One of these opportunities is 
Manufacturing USA,® an initiative of 
the Advanced Manufacturing National 
Program Office (AMNPO) that connects 
people, ideas and technology across 
manufacturing, government and  
academia. As a member of the Advanced 
Robotics in Manufacturing (ARM) institute 
of Manufacturing USA, Raytheon’s 
engineers connect with public-private 
partnerships to support promising early 
stage research to propel new products 
to market. A key objective in these 
partnerships is to identify gaps in robotic 
applications within the commercial industry 
and develop solutions utilizing cross 
business and cross functional teams. 

Raytheon and partners, QinetiQ North 
America, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, MassRobotics and General 
Electric were awarded one of the 
eight projects from the ARM Fall 2017 
technology project, a Robot-Assisted Wire 
Harness Installation. This project centers 
on empowering human workers and 
reducing risk of injury in manufacturing 
environments through the development of 

a robot-assisted wire harness installation 
system. The system will augment human 
cognitive and physical abilities while 
eliminating errors and focusing on worker 
assist, rather than worker replacement. 
The project will engage a twin arm robot 
to hold, route and position a wire harness 
while using eye-safe laser pointers to 
indicate correct wire to terminal and 
connector pair locations. In addition to 
the technology advancement, the project 
will also feature a workforce development 
aspect that includes the creation of a 
training course for the new technology. 

Raytheon understands the need to 
continually expand production automation 
capabilities, from initial engineering design 
through improvements to the speed and 
quality of its manufacturing processes. 
Robotics help establish a collaborative 
integrated system, assimilating with 
advances in information technology as 
well as modern manufacturing techniques, 
in order to automate the manufacturing 
infrastructure to achieve cycle time 
reductions and improved safety, quality 
and repeatability.  

— Kristen Stone, David Miceli, Jayson Diaz & Blair Simons

In

Kristen Stone 
Integrated Defense Systems

Kristen Stone began her career at Raytheon as an 
Industrial Engineering master’s co-op in the Missile 
Systems business and was shortly thereafter 
selected for Raytheon’s Engineering Leadership 
Development Program. She is currently a Senior 
Operations Engineer for the Operation’s 
Modernization and Innovation (M&I) group at 
Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems. Stone’s 
role in M&I is one of extreme flexibility and 
adaptability, both in leading projects  
and providing technical expertise to Operations in 
numerous emerging technology areas such as 
Automated Guided Vehicles,  Augmented Reality 
(AR) and Advanced Robotics. In addition to  
her daily responsibilities, Stone also supports many 
Independent Research and Development (IRAD) 
activities and has served as the Raytheon lead on 
multiple Manufacturing USA Institute and Small 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) projects.

“Being a part of the M&I organization allows me 
the opportunity to experiment, grow and push the 
limits of my technical knowledge and leadership 
skills every single day,” Stone affirms. “My passion 
is around solving problems, especially within 
teams—I believe that diversity of thought helps 
drive exceptional change.”

One of Stone’s recent projects involves the 
integration of AR Wearables in the factory, a 
capability that provides digital instructions to 
operators overlaid on the visual workspace while 
retaining full mobility. 

“I am able to use creativity, imagination and 
innovation to help drive Operations to the next 
level,” Stone states. “Operations and the M&I team 
are committed to providing our customers with 
world class solutions that not only meet the needs 
of today, but are also focused on tomorrow.”

While pursuing her bachelor’s degree, Stone played 
on a Division I women’s lacrosse team. “I think 
that there is much to say about athletics and its 
relation to success within your career,” she 
explains. “For example: team building, 
communication, leadership and time management. 
Athletics provides a safe environment to fail, but 
fail fast, re-evaluate and re-attack. You will always 
face small failures within your journey, but the 
overall victory, the ability to get a win is what 
ultimately matters.”

For new employees starting out at Raytheon, Stone 
offers the following. “Always strive to learn, keep a 
strong work ethic, and apply for the stretch 
opportunities… Treat every day and every task as  
an opportunity to grow and prove yourself.”

Stone holds a bachelor’s degree and master’s 
degree in Industrial and Systems Engineering from 
the State University of New York, Binghamton.
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Raytheon’s sustainability 
program aligns employees, 
customers, suppliers and 
communities around a 
single goal — to engineer a 
sustainable future through 
environmental stewardship  
and the conservation of  
natural resources.

Raytheon’s sustainability principles 
extend across the company and 
influence everything from the 
operation of manufacturing 
plants to engineering products. 
Integrating these principles of 
sustainability throughout Raytheon 
operations drives an innovative 
approach to problem-solving that 
yields solutions with co-benefits  
to both the environment and  
the business. 

The Raytheon Sustainability 
program is founded on several 
distinct and easily understood 
goals, including decreasing energy 
consumption, decreasing water 
usage and reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, that help drive 
green manufacturing practices 
in company buildings and in 
operations. At the Raytheon 
Missile Systems (MS) site in Tucson 
AZ, the facilities organization is 
leading an initiative to build a 
Smart Campus by integrating 
a network of sensors, meters, 
data loggers and controls that 
provide powerful capabilities to 
visualize and analyze building 
performance. Building automation 
system upgrades and integration 

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability  
in Raytheon Factories 
and Buildings

into the Smart Campus platform has been 
completed for more than 50 buildings 
at the site with energy performance 
data available in real time. The Smart 
Campus platform is an aggregate solution, 
consisting of commercial automation 
software and a variety of building 
automation tools, monitoring systems 
and analysis components, that provides a 
seamless energy and water usage/control 
capability. The system sends fault alerts 
when equipment, such as a heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
unit, is not operating optimally, and 
displays the cost of each fault in order to 
prioritize repairs and elevate performance. 

In some areas, such as the larger machine 
shops, each piece of factory equipment 
is also metered, showing the energy 
draw of all machines whether they are 
in-use or idle. This provides the ability to 
perform data analyses such as comparing 
equipment run time against energy 
draw. This information is then used to 
drive efficiencies by reducing idle time, 
forecasting operational hours, and turning 
off office equipment when not in use. 
Similarly, water meters are being installed 
on cooling towers and other related 
infrastructure to track water usage more 
closely. This allows equipment operations, 
such as cooling tower cycle times, to be 
modified for maximum efficiency.

Adopting this smart technology at Tucson 
and other Raytheon facilities has the benefit 
of conserving energy, reducing maintenance 
costs, increasing equipment life, improving 
productivity, and minimizing each building’s 
environmental footprint; demonstrating 
that integrating sustainable practices into 
business operations has dual benefit to a 
company’s bottom line by reducing both 
utility and maintenance costs.

23857 kWh

23634 kWh
43857 kWh

3268 L

1225 L

Raytheon facility in Tucson AZ
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SUSTAINABILITY IN RAYTHEON FACTORIES AND BUILDINGS

As an example of how smart technology 
is leveraged in new construction, consider 
a data center building designed for direct 
cooling using chilled door technology. 
Chilled doors are a recent technology 
that offers the ability to cool individual 
data system racks through the use of 
chilled water coils in the rack door. Also 
at this facility, “multilevel” monitoring 
is visualized through the Smart Campus 
platform’s Power Usage Effectiveness  
(PUE) dashboard, and the Fault Detection 
and Diagnostic (FD&D) function is used  
to maintain optimal operation and  
energy efficiency.

A holistic approach to sustainable 
operations is achieved through pairing 
the Smart Campus platform with building 
infrastructure upgrades that use cutting 
edge technology to take advantage of 
the conditions in a desert environment. 
In 2018, a central utility plant was 

completed to replace several air-cooled 
and water-cooled chillers located at 
a number of buildings at the Tucson 
facility. This project was urgently needed 
as the existing equipment was nearing 
the end of its service life. The new plant 
consolidated chilled water production 
from several buildings at a centralized 
location and implemented a number of 
district cooling innovations such as thermal 
energy storage, variable speed and direct 
primary chillers. Water is chilled at night 
when desert temperatures are lower and 
energy costs are less. The chilled water 
is then distributed during business hours 
to cool several buildings. Thermal energy 
storage provides chilled water production 
flexibility. It also improves reliability and 
takes advantage of lower nightly electric 
rate structures.

With Smart Campus technology and 
infrastructure upgrades lowering the 
energy load, renewable energy projects are 
even more impactful. Since 2008, another 
Raytheon Tucson facility has been using 
the sun as a natural renewable energy 
source. This campus has implemented 11 
solar projects, the largest being a ground-
mounted solar panel system located at one 
of the site’s entrances (Figure 1).

Raytheon collaborated with the United 
States Air Force to develop a photovoltaic 
system that converts sunlight directly into 
electricity to power the site. The 55 kilowatt 
system’s solar panels, installed in 2012, 
are set at angles to optimally utilize the 
sun’s power. Lights powered by this system 
improve employee safety by lighting large 
parking lots, pedestrian walkways, bus 
stops and signs. Solar power is used to heat 
water at the dining center and the on-site 
recreation center, and also supplements 
other natural gas-fired water heaters.

The value of water in the desert 
environment at the Tucson AZ campus 
is unmatched among the other natural 
resources. The campus landscaping has 
been converted to a unique Xeriscape™ 
(Figure 2) using native, drought-tolerant 
and low water-use vegetation. The last 
remaining green, the soccer field at the 
onsite gym, has been replaced with artificial 
turf. It is estimated that this project alone 
will save upwards of two million gallons of 
water annually in addition to the million 
currently being saved through xeriscaping.

In addition to traditional building 
infrastructure projects, green 
manufacturing opportunities are being 
evaluated within factory and lab processes. 
One of these areas of focus is the reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions from chemical 
use. Chemical emissions are profiled 
projects that target the highest emitters 
first and provide upgrades for leak free 
delivery systems and installation of leak 
detection alarm systems. Other projects 
involve phasing out existing systems 
in favor of several low-to-no emission 
alternatives. Alternatives to canned air, for 
example, include plumbed shop air and 
an O2 Hurricane® duster system. The O2 
Hurricane is a battery charged reusable 
duster that sprays filtered air with no 
chemical agent. Each of these alternatives 
eliminates the emissions and waste 
previously generated from canned air use.  
Other green manufacturing opportunities 
include chemical substitution options that 
favor low volatile organic compounds and 
greenhouse gas. 

Innovations in sustainability are not only 
happening at the Tucson AZ facility, 
they are being implemented across the 
enterprise. In Fullerton CA, for example, 
a Raytheon site with a 1950 kW Tesla® 
battery system using PowerScope software 
is achieving significant reductions in 
both peak energy demand and annual 
energy costs. Companywide, new facilities 
are being designed and built to LEED® 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) standards. These facilities will 
include LED lighting, upgraded insulation 
and newer innovations such as variable 
refrigerant flow (VRF) refrigeration and  
in-row coolers in server rooms. 

Across the enterprise, there were more 
than 80 active energy and water related 
projects in 2018 alone. Raytheon’s 
sustainability program continuously 
focuses on the environment and the 
preservation of natural resources. 
Sustainability is an integral and innovative 
part of Raytheon business operations—
expanding capabilities while reducing the 
environmental footprint. 

—  Nicole Sweeney

Figure 1: A ground-
mounted solar panel 
system greets employees 
at the entrance of a 
Raytheon Tucson facility

Figure 2: Xeriscape with native vegetation around the soccer 
field at the Raytheon Tucson facility

the Raytheon Tucson facility has been using the sun  
as a natural renewable energy source. This campus 
has implemented 11 solar projects, the largest  
being a ground-mounted solar panel system
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l e a d e r s  c o r n e r

TT: What is the Operations Council (OC)?

KIM: The Operations Council consists 
of the Operations Vice President 
from each business unit and the Vice 
President of Corporate Operations 
within Engineering, Technology and 
Mission Assurance. The council meets 
regularly as a forum for cross business 
collaboration and alignment to achieve 
company goals and objectives. Leveraging 
the experience, expertise and resources 
of the enterprise, as a team we tackle 
operations challenges, initiatives for 
resolution and advanced manufacturing 
projects. We are also instrumental in 
adopting an enterprise lean strategy and 
driving the development and deployment 
of common tools, processes and metrics 
across all the businesses. The Operations 
Council schedules annual visits for the 
team to manufacturing facilities of several 
companies outside the aerospace/defense 
industry, which helps maintain  
a benchmark for Industry 4.0 initiatives 
and is a great opportunity to learn and 
share ideas and best practices.

TT: What functions and responsibilities 
are included in Operations? 

DIANE: Operations is fundamental 
to our business. It is where technology 
and innovation intersect and synergize, 
enabling us to deliver cutting edge 
capabilities to our customers around  
the world. As a multifaceted organization, 
Operations has the responsibility of 
leading, developing and executing global 
manufacturing, continuous improvement 
and transition to production strategies. 
Developing effective solutions requires a 
collaborative enterprisewide team involving 
engineering, supply chain, operations 
and other critical support functions with 
representatives from all the businesses 
working together. This operational diversity 
empowers us to increase efficiency and 
reduce cycle time. Our teams also use 
advanced manufacturing technologies to 
drive competitive advantage and grow and 
evolve our capabilities to meet the rapidly 
changing customer demand. 

TT: What effect have Industry 4.0 and 
digital manufacturing had in shaping 
the OC’s mission?

ALLEN: With Industry 4.0 has come the 
maturation of new technologies and 
processes including common test 
platforms, collaborative robots, automated 
guided vehicles and data analytics, all of 
which help to increase efficiency, facilitate 
employee workflows, reduce variation and 
identify opportunities for further process 
optimization. The Operations Council 
collaborates across the businesses and 
with commercial industries on these and 
other Industry 4.0 technology and 
concepts. This has shaped our mission  
to prioritize key technology pursuits such 
as cyber resiliency, which is fundamental to 
ensuring our factories’ systems remain 
secure, and data analytics, which are 
enabled by the increase in information 
from devices, sensors and processes that 
support migration from reactive factory 
management to a more proactive and 
predictive approach.

kim Caruso, (CHAIR) 
Vice President Operations  
Raytheon Corporate

Diane laurenzi 
Vice President Operations  
Integrated Defense Systems

mark kampf 
Vice President Operations  
Intelligence, Information  
and Services

allen couture
Vice President Operations  
Missile Systems

tay fitzgerald
Vice President Operations  
Space and Airborne Systems

TT: With today’s rapid technological 
advancements, what are the biggest 
challenges facing operations?

TAY: Rapid technological advancement 
is requiring manufacturing operations 
to adapt organizationally, culturally 
and technically. The close integration 
of IT (Information Technology) and OT 
(Operations Technology) systems in modern 
manufacturing, combined with automation 
and data science, requires us to look at 
new skills and organizational dynamics in 
manufacturing. Fundamentally, technology 
in manufacturing is a human-machine 
system, and we must place emphasis on 
the human experience and cultural change 
dynamics with these new advancements.  
Lastly, Industry 4.0 advancements require 
new disciplines in modern organizations, 
including data science, systems 
engineering, materials science, robotics, 
machine learning and cybersecurity. Our 
challenge is to foster and recruit these 
disciplines as well as Lean experts who are 
prepared to embrace the new technical 
advances in manufacturing.

TT: How do you create and nurture 
innovation in Operations?

DIANE: Innovation goes far beyond  
the cultivation of new ideas. It is a critical 
component of Operations that helps drive 
efficiency, safety and reliability, along 
with cost and cycle time reductions.  
As leaders, we set the tone for innovation 
and establish it as a strategic imperative. 
Using grass roots initiatives, we encourage 
ideas at all levels of our organizations, 
from cell leaders to the Vice President; we 
enable teams to research and pilot new 
technology; and we engage stakeholders 
and cross-functional partners to fine tune 
processes and act as thought leaders. 
Solutions come not only through internal 
collaboration but also result from our 
collaboration with academic institutions 
and consortiums. Manufacturing 
innovation is based on building a culture 
that is open to creativity and challenges 
the status quo, fostering cutting edge 
ideas to develop the best technology 
solutions for Operations.

TT: How do the Operations teams 
collaborate across the businesses? 

MARK: There are a number of 
collaboration efforts regularly occurring 
between the four Operations 
organizations. With technologists from 
each of the businesses participating, these 
focused efforts target specific technologies 
and capabilities to support needs across 
the enterprise. A recent Circuit Card 
initiative is a great example of this, where 
we are continually investigating and 
implementing efficiency measures to 
reduce defects and improve costs. The 
Operations Council funds a number of 
cross business team initiatives to do initial 
research in areas such as Model Based 
Work Instructions, Remote Maintenance 
via Virtual Reality, and Wearable Device 
Integration. 

TT: What excites you about Operations 
today at Raytheon?

ALLEN: As we leverage advanced 
technologies to provide our customers 
with the best performing systems at the 
lowest possible cost, we are shaping a 
new and exciting future for Operations. 
As our customers’ needs evolve to address 
new mission areas, product technologies 
and manufacturing processes are also 
evolving. Operations is engaging early 
in the product development lifecycle, 
partnering with design teams to develop 
producible designs, execute development, 
and transition advanced new products 
into full-scale production. We are 
leveraging emerging technologies such 
as composability, additive manufacturing 
and the Digital Thread in our designs to 
provide flexibility in manufacturing and 
streamline the transition to the factory. 
More than ever, we are in an environment 
where Operations is empowered and 
expected to make a positive impact to the 
bottom line, and our people are focused 
on promoting the best of themselves to 
deliver a quality product.

TT: Along with Industrial digitization 
come Big Data requirements. What 
requirements has this placed on 
Operations at Raytheon?

TAY: As the world evolves from  
a product- and tool-based society to  
a data-centric society, so does 
manufacturing. Creating systems that can 
access, assimilate and rapidly transform 
data into useful information requires 
new ways of thinking about data and 
computing architectures in manufacturing. 
For example, a single automation cell 
for a complex aerospace assembly can 
perform more than 4,000 operations per 
unit build. The numerous digital collects, 
image captures, and records per operation 
from the build, along with additional 
data from the products’ sub-components, 
can produce digital records that grow 
exponentially. Similarly, smart building 
systems crunch data from over 100,000 
edge sensors monitoring energy and the 
health of critical systems. Data science 
and algorithmic expertise are required to 
extract value from this vast amount of 
information. Also, a lean manufacturing 
philosophy helps ensure that we solve 
the right problems with these analytics 
and communicate them in a way that is 
understood by anyone from operator to 
Vice President.

TT: How does an employee provide 
ideas and suggestions to Raytheon 
Operations?

KIM: Across our manufacturing facilities, 
the Total Employee Engagement program 
empowers and encourages every employee 
to submit innovation ideas ranging from 
safety to process and product improvement 
to cost savings. Through Corporate 
Technology and Research, there are 
programs to fund innovative project ideas, 
in which a Manufacturing Technical Area 
Director (TAD) is involved to help vet those 
specific to Operations. The Operations 
Council is also a venue where employees 
can submit project ideas that have cross 
business applications. 

Raytheon operations Council

Technology Today  spoke with Operations Council members about today’s evolution in 
manufacturing and how advanced manufacturing technologies, innovation and collaboration 
combine to meet tomorrow’s demand. 
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Use in airborne or space environments 
requires that Raytheon’s large diameter, 
wide field of motion mirrors be both 
rugged and reliable to support long 
duration missions under harsh conditions. 
These components are built to survive high 
accelerations and integrate with other 
systems having high operational reliability. 

The practicality and effectiveness of 
Raytheon’s current generation wide field of 
motion FSMs have made them a capability 
multiplier in many programs. Today, larger 
mirrors with wider range of movement 
devices are under development, offering 
expanded capabilities and a clear path for 
future growth of the technology.

MeRLOT®  Ultralight  
Metallic Mirrors
Multispectral Reflective Lightweight Optics 
Technology, known as MERLOT, is a new 
material and design methodology that 
leverages free-form diamond point-turning 
capabilities to create high-performance, 
low-cost and lightweight reflective 
metallic mirrors and optical assemblies. 
The core of this technology is a new 
mirror blank material and manufacturing 
method to replace conventional aluminum 
6061-based optical systems. 

Raytheon originally 
developed MERLOT 

to meet weight 
and performance 

requirements for 
handheld targeting 
systems. In 
these types of 
systems, weight, 

toughness, 
material stability, 

optical quality and 
cost are all highly 

constrained. MERLOT 
opened new design space, leaving 
conventional aluminum 6061 for a 35 
percent lighter weight material better 
adapted to low cost production in large 
numbers and an improved mirror process 
patented by Raytheon. The resulting 
mirrors provide diffraction-limited 
performance for improved daytime 
imaging, laser ranging and night vision 
target acquisition.

The blanks for MERLOT mirrors are 
produced by a type of low temperature, 
low thermal stress injection molding called 
thixomolding. With thixomolding, the 
mold for the mirror can have extensive 
light-weighting features such as carefully 
designed webs and machined mounting 
transitions (Figure 2), yielding blanks 
with a very efficient geometry absent 
of machining stresses imparted to the 
material. Starting with thin walled, weight-
efficient shapes allows MERLOT mirrors 
to be stiffer than CNC Machined mirrors. 
A thixomolded alloy, due to its extremely 
fine grain and lack of harder elemental 
inclusions, can be diamond- point turned 
into high quality reflective mirrors  
(Figure 3).

MERLOT is tailored for standard  
diamond-point turning processes and 
holds a distinct advantage over aluminum 
6061 in terms of diamond tool wear. 
With aluminum 6061, diamond tool 
wear is significant, forcing constant tool 
adjustments that increase cost and create 
undesirable and often unpredictable 
process variability. With MERLOT,  
diamond tool wear is virtually non-existent, 

e y e  o n  t e c h n o l o g y

New Mirror  
Technologies  
to Support  
Raytheon’s  
Advanced  
Electro-Optical 
and infrared 
Systems

Raytheon has enterprisewide 
technology networks established 
to communicate and coordinate 
technology needs and developments 
across the company. These networks 
help ensure discriminating 
technologies are available to our 
system solutions that, in turn, provide 
our customers with the highest 
performance capability at the lowest 
possible cost. 

One particular technology network 
is the Multifunction Electro-Optical 
Systems Technology Network 
(MEOSTN) whose charter is to foster 
the advancement of electro-optical 
and infrared (EO/IR) technologies 
and promote enterprisewide 
communication, synergistic product 
development and technical reuse 
within the field. Mirrors play an 
important role in many EO/IR systems, 
both in the precise redirection of light 
and in component size and weight 
reduction. This article discusses 
two new Raytheon technologies in 
this area currently entering initial 
deployment with clear paths to 
expanding future roles across  
the company. 

Wide-Field Steering Mirrors 
EO/IR turrets have become a standard 
feature on aircraft, providing magnified 
video images of the surface below 
for Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) missions. They 
frequently require the ability to sweep large 
areas; for example, during rescue missions 
at sea when searching for survivors in 
life jackets on the ocean. Until recently, 
this required that the entire sensor turret 
slew to scan areas repeatedly, as well as 
have the ability to stabilize the optical 
images under conditions of shaking and 
vibration from the host aircraft. In fact, 
earlier generations of fast steering mirrors 
appeared in systems solely for image 
stabilization over small angles. 

Raytheon has recently evolved the Fast 
Steering Mirror (FSM) beyond a single- 
task component into a multi-function 
scene scanning and image stabilization 
device (see Figure 1) able to sweep wide 
areas quickly, in much the same way  
as the human eye scans the page of a 
book without movement of the head. 

The new breed of Raytheon FSMs are  
not only fast, but their integral position 
sensors make them precise, with low 
pointing noise and precise line of sight 
accuracy. As a result, EO/IR systems with 
this technology can produce sharp high 
resolution images of distant scenes free 
from jitter, while also having the ability  
to sweep large areas far more quickly  
than a practical imaging turret.

Raytheon’s current generation of EO/IR 
detectors are as wide as several inches 
across. The size of FSMs has also increased, 
taking advantage of the capabilities 
of these larger optics to produce high 
resolution images at extreme range. To 
account for the associated increase in mass 
of the larger mirrors, the new actuator 
mechanisms are reaction compensated 
to eliminate forces they would otherwise 
impart on the optical turret, causing 
shaking in the other instruments. 

 Figure 1: Complete housing and actuator 
mechanism for a Fast Steering Mirror

Figure 2: Thixomolded MERLOT Mirror (less than 1½ 
ounces) showing the lightweight webbed structure 
and integral mounting points produced in the mold

Figure 3: Single Point Diamond Turned and 
polished MERLOT Mirror with visible light 
quality figure and finish

providing tremendous opportunity for 
cost savings, uniform parts and reliable 
volume production. Additionally, the alloy 
is proven to be optically stable over time. 
Given the benefits it brings to metallic 
mirrors, MERLOT is an effective alternative 
to aluminum in reflective optics or optical 
assemblies seeking weight and cost 
reductions.

EO/IR devices and their associated mirrors, 
whether used as hand held instruments, 
seekers for missiles, imaging platforms on 
aircraft or sensors on spacecraft, are key to 
customers’ mission success. The research, 
design and development, as well as 
manufacturing, deployment and support, 
of these assets continues at Raytheon as 
we develop practical solutions and decisive 
improvements in system capability and 
availability for our customers. 

—  Richard J. Wright, Andrew Bullard, John Anagnost, 

John P. Schaefer, Dan Vukobratovich, Scott Balaban
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HgCdTe night vision systems are fabricated 
on Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CdZnTe) 
substrates. Because the substrates are not 
readily available, Raytheon had to come 
up with its own method to grow the 
substrate. The CdZnTe substrate fabrication 
process begins with the creation of a high 
purity quartz ampoule that varies in both 
size and shape. This is the device in which 
the three materials are then grown into a 
solid boule. The three materials comprising 
the CdZnTe are inserted into the ampoule, 
sealed off under 
vacuum and grown 
in a furnace for 
approximately one 
month. This process 
is performed using 
a Hydrogen and 
Oxygen torch flame and must ensure that 
no contaminants are introduced into any 
of the materials, as impurities that get into 
the substrate will impact sensor quality. 
The end result of the overall process is a 
single CdZnTe crystal boule with a very 
high success rate. 

It is at several steps throughout this 
activity where Konrad’s skill as a master 
glassblower comes into play. His main 
responsibility is to make the custom 

pat e n t s

glassware to grow the crystals which are 
then cut into substrates for the sensors. 

Interestingly, Konrad’s background in 
glassblowing comes from his father, 
Konrad Gleissner Sr., who himself was a 
master glassblower at Raytheon for more 
than 35 years. Konrad Sr. had a workshop 
in his garage where he did glassblowing as 
both a side job and hobby, and introduced 
Konrad to the craft at a young age. 
Watching his father create works of art 
out of glass fascinated the young Konrad, 

who was anxious to try his own hand at it. 
So, as he grew older, his father started him 
experimenting with several glassblowing 
techniques, and eventually he began 
working on projects, such as thermocouple 
wells, which then led to the more scientific 
applications of glass blowing.

Along with the scientific techniques, 
Konrad’s father also had an artistic flair and 
would often create glass artwork figures.  
Konrad however decided he should stick 
with the technical applications when, in 

Konrad Gleissner 
shapes a tube used for 
growing crystals, which 
will later be sliced into 
sensor chips for imaging 
equipment

an attempt to duplicate one of his father’s 
creations, he turned out a dolphin that 
more closely resembled a shark.

After 35 years with the company, when 
Konrad Sr. announced his retirement from 
Raytheon, Konrad Jr. was the natural choice 
for his replacement. Konrad has now been 
with Raytheon for 22 years. He continues 
to evolve his skills as a master glassblower, 
and is always exploring new ways and new 
directions to apply his talent. 

Along with his responsibilities in the 
HgCdTe products, for which there is a 
constant demand, Konrad is also known to 
his fellow employees as the man who can 
make specialized equipment. His skills have 
been requested to make custom beakers, 
experimental equipment, specialized quartz 
boats for furnaces and other one of a kind 
apparatuses. As glassblowing is a dying 
art, required glassblowing equipment can 
be difficult to find, and often requires 
modifications or repair. As Konrad’s skills 
remain in high demand in the Raytheon 
glassblowing arena, he is always able to 
complete the tasks at hand. 

Demonstrating the artistic side of 
glassblowing: a dolphin and a ship in a 
bottle made by Konrad Sr.

p e o p l e

Glassblowing  
is in the Genes for 
Konrad Gleissner
Konrad Gleissner, a Production 
Specialist at Raytheon Space and 
Airborne Systems in Goleta California, 
is an expert in glassblowing 
techniques. He uses these techniques 
to help in the production of important 
infrared (IR) sensor components. 
Mercury Cadmium Telluride (HgCdTe) 
night vision systems allow our 
customers to see through complete 
darkness, dust and sandstorms, and 
even into far away galaxies. They are 
employed in the U.S. military’s optical 
targeting systems and night vision 
sights. HgCdTe is the only common 
material that can detect IR radiation 
in both accessible atmospheric 
windows. These are the mid-wave 
infrared window (MWIR) from 3 to 5 
micrometers (µm) and the long-wave 
window (LWIR) from 8 to 12 µm. The 
advantage this capability provides is 
clear (see photo), but these systems 
are not easy to produce. While  
HgCdTe is very good at sensing IR 
light, it is a difficult material to work 
with, requiring material deposition  
on native substrates that are not  
widely available.

Konrad's main responsibility is to make the custom 
glassware to grow the crystals which are then cut 
into substrates for the sensors 

Konrad lives with his wife, Michelle,  
who prefers not to have a glassblowing 
workshop in the garage like Konrad’s father 
had, since having liquid hydrogen in the 
house is not a good idea. While Konrad’s 
son, Conner, has not yet shown interest in 
glassblowing, Konrad is hopeful that he 
might one day be the third generation of 
Raytheon glassblowing experts.

Konrad appreciates his value to the 
company and the importance of the 
skills he provides. “I love Raytheon,” he 
states, “It’s a wonderful company, and our 
products help our military be one of the 
strongest in the world.” Raytheon employs 
many specialists from around the world, 
and glassblowing is an example of one of 
these exceptional talents.  

— Lisa Hubbard

Comparison of a nighttime scene as observed through a visible camera (left)  
and an Infrared camera (right)
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pat e n t s

PATENTS 
ISSUED TO 
RAYTHEON
At Raytheon, we encourage 
people to work on technological 
challenges to make the world 
a safer place and develop 
innovative commercial products. 
Part of that process is identifying 
and protecting our intellectual 
property. Once again, the 
U.S. Patent Office has recognized 
our engineers and technologists 
for their contributions in their 
fields of interest. We congratulate 
our inventors who were awarded 
patents from July 2018 through 
December 2018.

UNITED STATES
JOHN M. CONNOLLY
10012296   Compensating drive nut assembly

MICHAEL J. BATINICA, RICHARD H. WYLES
10012533   Semi-active laser (SAL) receivers and 
methods of use thereof

FIKRET ALTUNKILIC,  
CHRISTOPHER J. MACDONALD,  
KAMAL TABATABAIE, ADRIAN WILLIAMS
10014266   Monolithic microwave integrated circuit 
(MMIC) and method for forming such MMIC having 
rapid thermal annealing compensation elements

PAUL MATTHEW ALCORN, BORYS PAWEL KOLASA, 
EDWARD P. SMITH
10014424   Reduced junction area barrier-based 
photodetector

GREGORY W. HEINEN,  
MARCOS M. SASTRE-CORDOVA
10017060   Systems and methods supporting periodic 
exchange of power supplies in underwater vehicles or 
other devices

DAVID H. ALTMAN, ANURAG GUPTA,  
JOSEPH R. WASNIEWSKI
10018428   Method and apparatus for heat spreaders 
having a vapor chamber with a wick structure to 
promote incipient boiling

JEREMY C. DANFORTH, PAUL M. LYONS,  
MATT H. SUMMERS, JEFF L. VOLLIN
10018456   Multifunctional aerodynamic, propulsion, 
and thermal control system

CHARLOTTE DEKEYREL, MICHAEL H. LEWIS, 
DARRELL L. YOUNG
10019791   Apparatus and methods for estimating 
corn yields

MONTY D. MCDOUGAL
10021128   Systems and methods for malware  
nullification

JOSEPH J. ICHKHAN, MICHAEL USHINSKY,  
DAVID A. VASQUEZ
10023290   Optical window system with aero-optical 
conductive blades

JEREMY C. DANFORTH, DAVID G. GARRETT,  
MATT H. SUMMERS
10023505   Method of producing solid propellant 
element

ROBERT J. COLE, THOMAS P. DEARDORFF, 
GEOFFREY GUISEWITE
10024661   Associating signal intelligence to objects 
via residual reduction

THOMAS M. CRAWFORD, JAMES G. SIERCHIO, 
RICHARD J. WRIGHT
10024696   Hyper-velocity penetrating probe for 
spectral characterization

KIN CHUNG FONG
10024721   Graphene-based bolometer

JAVIER B. HEYER, LORNE STOOPS
10024880   Athermal hung mass accelerometer 
with reduced sensitivity to longitudinal temperature 
gradients

BRANDON CROW, ANDREW M. HAUTZIK,  
IAN S. ROBINSON
10024946   Determination of a ground receiver 
position

GREGORY G. BENINATI, TRAVIS MAYBERRY, 
JOSEPH M. WAHL
10026674   Cooling structure for integrated circuits 
and methods for forming such structure

KEZIA CHENG, CHRISTOPHER J. MACDONALD, 
KAMAL TABATABAIE
10026823   Schottky contact structure for semicon-
ductor devices and method for forming such schottky 
contact structure

HARRY B. MARR
10027026   Programmable beamforming system 
including element-level analog channelizer

MARCOS BIRD, BRIAN D. PAUTLER
10027344   Resolver to digital conversion apparatus 
and method

WILLIAM L. CAGLE, TOSHIKAZU TSUKII
10027366   High power radio frequency (RF) antenna 
switch

MORRISON R. LUCAS, JOHN H. STEELE
10030963   Multidimensional angle determination 
using fine position sensors

ANDREW WILBY
10031207   Wideband channel equalization for signals 
propagated in lossy transmission media

WILLIAM GILMOUR, ANDREW WILBY
10031216   Synthetic aperture sonar system for 
inspecting underwater surfaces

BRUCE EVANS
10031221   System and method for estimating number 
and range of a plurality of moving targets

NICHOLAS WAYNE BARRETT, AARON M. KOVELL
10032045   Dynamic runtime field-level access control 
using a hierarchical permission context structure

CRAIG R. FRANKLIN
10032284   Systems and methods for facilitating 
tracking a target in an imaged scene

JEREMY BART BALDWIN, MICHAEL R. BEYLOR, 
MICHAEL D. GORDON, BRADLEY O. HANSEN, 
KEVIN W. PATRICK
10033076   Stacked filters

TIM A. WARLICK
10033192   Genset with integrated resistive loadbank 
system to provide short pulse duration power

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, PAVAN REDDY,  
GREGORY S. SCHRECKE, MU-CHENG WANG
10033588   Adaptive network of networks architecture

PIERRE CORRIVEAU, GREGORY W. HEINEN
10036510   Apparatus and method for periodically 
charging ocean vessel or other system using thermal 
energy conversion

EDIN INSANIC
10037522   Near-field communication (NFC) system 
and method for private near-field communication

JERRET EASTBURG, MICHAEL PACE
10038237   Modified cavity-backed microstrip patch 
antenna

ANDREW L. BULLARD, SHANE E. WILSON
10041622   Vibration suspension system

LOWELL A. BELLIS, ROBERT C. HON
10041747   Advanced heat exchanger with a  
glass body

JEFFREY ROBERT SNYDER, JOSHUA STOKES
10042085   Quantum dot-based identification,  
location and marking

DAVID C. COOK, JOHN OKERSON CRAWFORD, 
PATRICK L. MCCARTHY
10042095   Dual mode optical and RF reflector

REYNALDO CABRERA, CHRISTOPHER R. KOONTZ
10044161   Heat exchangers with tapered light  
scrapers for high-power laser systems and other systems

DAVID H. TSAI
10044488   Interpolated channelizer with  
compensation for non-linear phase offsets

STEPHEN BAGG, JEREMY C. DANFORTH,  
DAVID G. GARRETT, GAINES GIBSON,  
DMITRY KNYAZEV, MATT H. SUMMERS
10046409   Methods of making an electrical con-
nection, and of making a receptacle for receiving an 
electrical device

STEVEN COTTEN, CLAYTON DAVIS,  
BENJAMIN DOLGIN, JAMES C. ZELLNER
10048073   Beacon-based geolocation using a low 
frequency electromagnetic field

MICHAEL L. MENENDEZ, SUSAN B. SPENCER, 
ANDREW J. ZIMMERMAN
10048121   Optical calibrator, calibration system,  
and method

MICHAEL K. BURKLAND, PHILIP C. THERIAULT, 
ANDREW MICHAEL WILDS
10048213   Systems and methods for component 
identification

BORIS S. JACOBSON
10049810   High voltage high frequency transformer

DARCY BIBB, TODD O. CLATTERBUCK,  
ANDREW N. DANIELE, JAVIER FERNANDEZ,  
MICHAEL S. LACKEY, GABRIEL PRICE, CHON THAI
10050407   Cavity stabilized laser drift compensation

BORIS S. JACOBSON
10050438   Stacked power converter assembly

BORIS S. JACOBSON
10050533   High voltage high frequency transformer

PAUL L. BUELOW
10054357   Purity monitor

BRIAN GIN, MARY L. KULBACKI, HUY LE,  
EMILE M. SZLEMKO, RYAN P. WAHL
10054400   Robot arm launching system

JAMES R. CHOW, SUSAN B. SPENCER
10054485   UV led-phosphor based hyperspectral 
calibrator

MARCUS A. GARRAWAY, ANDREW R. ROLLINGER, 
GERY A. TRUP
10054746   Rotary optical communication joint

LACY G. COOK
10054774   Five-mirror afocal wide field of view 
optical system

VERNON R. GOODMAN
10055885   Systems and methods for digital elevation 
map filters for three dimensional point clouds

BRIAN F. BOLAND, DAVID M. FILGAS,  
ANDREW D. MCKIE
10056731   Planar waveguide (PWG) amplifier-based 
laser system with adaptive optic wavefront correction in 
low-power beam path

RICHARD HENTZELT, ALEXANDRE LIFCHITS
10060043   Forming an article made of metal matrix 
composite

MARWAN M. ARYAN, LOWELL A. BELLIS,  
DAWSON R. BRUCKMAN, THEODORE J. CONRAD, 
MICHAEL H. KIEFFER
10060655   Temperature control of multi-stage  
cryocooler with load shifting capabilities

JOHN R. BECKER, SEAN D. KELLER,  
GERALD P. UYENO
10062175   Multiple target tracker and liquid crystal 
waveguide (LCWG) beam steerer for designation, range 
finding and active imaging

KENNETH W. BROWN, DAVID D. CROUCH
10063264   Real time polarization compensation for 
dual-polarized millimeter wave communication

STEVEN E. BOTTS, MICKY HARRIS,  
BRYAN W. KEAN, RICHARD J. PERALTA,  
JOHN L. VAMPOLA
10063797   Extended high dynamic range direct 
injection circuit for imaging applications

MAKAN MOHAGEG
10066994   Pyramidal spacer for increased stability 
Fabry Perot resonator

THOMAS P. DEARDORFF, GEOFFREY GUISEWITE, 
PAUL C. HERSHEY, JOHN J. WILLIAMS,  
DAVID J. WISNIEWSKI
10068177   Process of probabilistic multi-source  
multi-int intelligence fusion benefit analysis

DAVID M. FILGAS, CHRISTOPHER R. KOONTZ, 
STEPHEN H. MCGANTY
10069270   Planar waveguides with enhanced support 
and/or cooling features for high-power laser systems

SAIKAT GUHA, HARI KROVI
10069573   Optical ising-model solver using quantum 
annealing

BRENDA DOUGHERTY, STEVEN NAUMANN, 
MARCUS A. TETER
10069713   Tracking data latency and availability for 
dynamic scheduling

JEFFREY CALDWELL, HARRY B. MARR,  
IAN S. ROBINSON
10073161   Methods and apparatus for tracking  
pulse trains

JERRY SCHLABACH, RYAN D. WHITE,  
ANDREW MICHAEL WILDS
10074449   Additively manufactured attenuation 
structure

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
10075365   Network path selection in policy-based 
networks using routing engine

BENJAMIN M. HOWE
10078559   System and method for input data fault 
recovery in a massively parallel real time computing 
system

GARY M. GRACEFFO, ANDREW KOWALEVICZ
10079706   Apparatus for orthogonal 16-QPSK  
modulated transmission

UMA JHA, WARREN W. KUSUMOTO
10080099   Cellular enabled restricted zone  
monitoring

MAKAN MOHAGEG, NEIL R. NELSON,  
JEFFREY L. SABALA, ALEXANDER S. SOHN
10080258   Four-braid resistive heater and devices 
incorporating such resistive heater

PETER DENNISON
10080306   Equipment clamping assembly having 
horizontal and vertical clamps for use in rugged and 
other environments

STEVEN J. ELDER
10081416   Autonomous underwater vehicle for 
transport of payloads

DANIEL W. BRUNTON, JON E. LEIGH,  
PAUL M. LYONS
10082319   Joule Thomson aided Stirling cycle cooler
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CHRISTIAN M. BOEMLER
10084468   Low power analog-to-digital converter

GARY M. GRACEFFO, ANDREW KOWALEVICZ, 
BRAD A. WHITTINGTON
10084492   Method and system for non-persistent 
real-time encryption key distribution

HARRY B. MARR, IAN S. ROBINSON,  
DANIEL THOMPSON
10084587   Multifunction channelizer/DDC  
architecture for a digital receiver/exciter

MATTHEW JONAS
10084976   Flux rate unit cell focal plane array

MICHAEL C. BARR, LOWELL A. BELLIS,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL
10088203   High efficiency compact linear cryocooler

RYAN NOBES, KEVIN BURGESS WAGNER
10090640   Pulse-width modulation light source drive 
and method

JOHN G. HESTON, IAN S. ROBINSON,  
JAMES TOPLICAR
10090847   Complete complementary code parallel 
offsets

BENJAMIN DOLGIN, GARY M. GRACEFFO,  
ANDREW KOWALEVICZ
10091039   Precision large phase modulation phase 
measurement system

KEITH C. SMITH
10091132   Systems and methods for resource  
contention resolution

JEREMY C. DANFORTH, MARK T. LANGHENRY, 
TERESA PERDUE, MATT H. SUMMERS
10093592   Additive manufactured combustible 
element with fuel and oxidizer

MACIEJ D. MAKOWSKI, DAVID A. VASQUEZ
10094336   Articulated diffuser and door for  
submerged ram air turbine power and cooling control

ERIC N. BOE, JOHN FRASCHILLA,  
WILLIAM L. LEWIS
10094914   Method and system for propagation time 
measurement and calibration using mutual coupling in 
a radio frequency transmit/receive system

RAY MCVEY, LI CHIAO PO
10095089   Lens mount assembly

EDUARDO M. CHUMBES, KELLY P. IP,  
THOMAS E. KAZIOR, JEFFREY R. LAROCHE
10096550   Nitride structure having gold-free contact 
and methods for forming such structures

JAMES A. CARR, CARY C. KYHL, S. RAJENDRAN, 
KARL L. WORTHEN
10096879   Shaped magnetic bias circulator

DARCY BIBB, TODD O. CLATTERBUCK,  
ANDREW N. DANIELE, JAVIER FERNANDEZ, 
MICHAEL S. LACKEY, CHON THAI
10096968   Optical frequency comb locking system

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
10097509   IP address translation for tactical networks

ERIC J. BEUVILLE, MARTIN S. DENHAM,  
DAVID U. FLUCKIGER, ROBERT C. GIBBONS
10097774   Read-out integrated circuit with integrated 
compressive sensing

RYAN WILLIAM CARLEY, MATTHEW R. GATES, 
ROLLAND STPIERRE
10099350   Rotary tool

BENJAMIN M. HOWE, JACOB SANDERS
10102032   Fast transitions for massively parallel 
computing applications

RAYMOND SAMANIEGO, JOHN L. TOMICH
10102682   System and method for combining 3D 
images in color

JOHN P. BETTENCOURT,  
RAGHUVEER MALLAVARPU
10103137   Field effect transistor (FET) structure with 
integrated gate connected diodes

CHAD WANGSVICK
10103444   Conformal broadband directional 1/2 
flared notch radiator antenna array

MITCHELL D. PARR, DAVID H. TSAI
10103924   Phase correction of channelizer output 
without multipliers

THOMAS M. JURCAK, WILLIAM KESTERSON, 
PETER L. STEWART
10104511   Recommendations and notifications over 
limited connections

MARK T. LANGHENRY, DANIEL V. MACINNIS, 
MATT H. SUMMERS,  
JAMES KENDALL VILLARREAL
10107601   Electrically operated pulse initiators  
and ignition

MATTHEW DAILY, MICHAEL NICOLETTI
10107907   Bobber field acoustic detection system

CHRISTOPHER A. LEDDY, STEPHEN R. NASH, 
HECTOR A. QUEVEDO
10109064   System for real-time moving target  
detection using vision based image segmentation

JERRET EASTBURG, MICHAEL PACE,  
CHRISTOPHER PATSCHECK
10109917   Cupped antenna

MARK B. WALKER
10109999   Technology for extending a radio  
frequency (RF) bandwidth of an envelope tracking  
(ET) power amplifier (PA)

JARED B. DORNY, MICHAEL P. HIGHFILL,  
ROB J. LAWRENCE, JARED D. STALLINGS,  
MICHAEL A. YOUNG
10110703   Dynamic runtime modular mission  
management

CHET L. RICHARDS, VICTOR WANG
10110834   Hadamard enhanced sensors

CHRISTOPHER S. NORDAHL
10112873   Ceramics with engineered microstructures 
via 3D printing and templated grain growth

STEVEN P. KEMP, GARY E. MARCELYNAS,  
SARAH L. PALMER, GREGORY S. RENAUD
10113573   Sequencing locking mechanism for 
telescoping structures

BRIAN F. BOLAND, ROBERT D. STULTZ,  
JOHN J. WOOTAN
10114107   Optical pulse contrast improvement using 
nonlinear conversion

JI LI, TYLER THOMAS, HOWARD E. WAN,  
SHUWU WU
10114126   Sensor installation monitoring

CHARLOTTE DEKEYREL, DARRELL L. YOUNG
10115187   Apparatus and processes for classifying 
and counting corn kernels

EDWARD P. SMITH,  
JUSTIN GORDON ADAMS WEHNER
10115764   Multi-band position sensitive imaging 
arrays

IAN S. ROBINSON, DANIEL THOMPSON,  
JAMES TOPLICAR
10116322   Rail adaptive dither

SUNDER S. RAJAN
10119176   Superelastic wire and method of formation

STEVEN P. DAVIES
10120080   Detection of spoofed satellite signals

GEORGE ANDERSON, BORIS S. JACOBSON,  
MICHAEL F. JANIK, MARK S. LANGELIER
10120402   Large scale sub-sea high voltage  
distributed DC power infrastructure using series  
adaptive clamping

NORMAN W. CRAMER, MATTHEW L. HAMMOND, 
BRIAN D. MCFARLAND, BRANDON WOOLLEY
10121006   Mediated secure boot for single or  
multicore processors

THEAGENIS J. ABATZOGLOU, J. KENT HARBAUGH, 
MICHAEL W. WHITT
10121224   Device and method of multi-dimensional 
frequency domain extrapolation of sensor data

HARRISON BROWNLEY, JOSHUA EDMISON,  
ZACHARY LEUSCHNER, JOHN-FRANCIS MERGEN
10121248   Automated system and method for 
determining positional order through photometric and 
geospatial data

RICHARD BURNE, JOHN DISHON III,  
JOSHUA EDMISON, JASON FOX,  
ZACHARY LEUSCHNER, JOHN-FRANCIS MERGEN, 
TYLER SHAKE, LAURIE WAISEL,  
THOMAS WILKERSON, KERRY WOOD
10121294   Rapid document detection and 
identification

BRADLEY BOMAR HAMMEL
10122833   Time stamp conversion in an interface 
bridge

CHAD E. BOYACK, JEREMY T. EVANS,  
RICHARD PIEKARSKI, ADAM C. WOOD
10123456   Phase change material heat sink using 
additive manufacturing and method

DAVID R. KRALJ, JOSEPH R. WASNIEWSKI
10123466   Electrically and thermally conductive 
planar interface gasket with deformable fingers

GRAY FOWLER
10125231   Benzoxazine cyanate ester resin for  
pyrolisis densification of carbon-carbon composites

ERIC J. GRIFFIN, BERNARD HARRIS,  
KALIN SPARIOSU, JAMES A. WURZBACH
10126459   System and method for depth profiling by 
temporal and spatial range gating based on penetrating 
electromagnetic radiation

CHRISTIAN M. BOEMLER, JOHN J. DRAB,  
JUSTIN GORDON ADAMS WEHNER
10128297   Pin diode structure having surface charge 
suppression

MATTHEW D. CHAMBERS, MICKY HARRIS,  
JOHN L. VAMPOLA
10130280   Detector arrays with electronically  
adjustable detector positions

STEVEN PALOMINO
10133020   Boresight alignment module

KIUCHUL HWANG
10134839   Field effect transistor structure having 
notched mesa

MAKAN MOHAGEG, BISHARA SHAMEE,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
10135541   Analog-to-digital converter using a timing 
reference derived from an optical pulse train

MICHAEL BRENNAN
10137679   Material deposition system for additive 
manufacturing

CHAD V. ANDERSON, BRIAN GIN,  
MARY L. KULBACKI, HUY LE, EMILE M. SZLEMKO,  
DAVID UEBERSCHAR, RYAN P. WAHL
10139196   Marksman launcher system architecture

JAMES R. CHOW, KURT S. KETOLA,  
CARL W. TOWNSEND
10139287   In-situ thin film based temperature  
sensing for high temperature uniformity and high rate 
of temperature change thermal reference sources

MARK NOETHEN
10139604   Compact anamorphic objective lens 
assembly

ANDREW L. BULLARD
10139617   Reaction compensated steerable platform

MAKAN MOHAGEG, BISHARA SHAMEE,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
10139704   High-speed analog-to-digital converter

DAVID G. DERRICK, GLAFKOS K. STRATIS,  
WAYNE L. SUNNE, ANTON VANDERWYST
10141624   Method for dynamic heat sensing in  
hypersonic applications

JOHN A. COGLIANDRO, MONICA L. GIFFIN,  
KEITH M. JANASAK, RICHARD M. PINTI
10142410   Multi-mode remote collaboration

WILLIAM D. BEAIR, WILLIAM VUONO
10144078   Method for cleaning an electronic  
circuit board

JEREMY C. DANFORTH, MARK T. LANGHENRY, 
MATT H. SUMMERS,  
JAMES KENDALL VILLARREAL, JOHN WALTER
10145337   Electrode ignition and control of  
electrically operated propellants

ROBERT D. TRAVIS
10145482   Frangible valve

ANDREW L. BULLARD
10145506   Lockable, precision adjustment screw, with 
operability through a pressure vessel wall

MAC A. CODY
10147170   Systems and methods for sharpening 
multi-spectral imagery

SEAN D. KELLER, GERALD P. UYENO
10148056   Ring amplifier for extended range  
steerable laser transmitter and active sensor

DAVID O. LAHTI,  
LARISA ANGELIQUE NATALYA STEPHAN,  
DAVID W. TANG
10148367   Built-in-test (BIT) for assignment-based 
AESA systems

ADAM C. WOOD
10151542   Encapsulated phase change material heat 
sink and method

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, JOHN F. SILNY
10151632   Simultaneous overlapping order spectral 
imager and method

GARY A. FRAZIER, DAVID J. KNAPP,  
CATHERINE TRENT
10151635   Real time correction of optical window 
thermal gradients

MOE SOLTANI
10151879   Photonic device for ultraviolet and visible 
wavelength range

MATTHEW J. WARGO
10153535   Bond channel reliefs for bonded  
assemblies and related techniques

KENNETH W. BROWN, DAVID D. CROUCH,  
DARIN M. GRITTERS
10153536   Magic-Y splitter

DAVID G. DERRICK, JIM R. HICKS,  
JERRY D. ROBICHAUX, ALPHONSO A. SAMUEL, 
GLAFKOS K. STRATIS, WAYNE L. SUNNE
10153545   Systems and techniques for improving 
signal levels in a shadowing region of a seeker system

DAVID D. CROUCH
10153547   Armored radome

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, ANTON F. HORVATH,  
IAN S. ROBINSON
10153549   Correlated fanbeam extruder

RONALD COLEMAN
10156472   Methods and apparatus for improved 
vibration cancellation in acoustic sensors

CHARLOTTE DEKEYREL, MICHAEL H. LEWIS, 
DARRELL L. YOUNG
10157472   Apparatus and processes for corn moisture 
analysis and prediction of optimum harvest date

KEITH R. KESSLER, CHRISTOPHER M. LAIGHTON, 
EDWARD A. WATTERS
10158156   Microwave transmission line having a 3-D 
shielding with a laterally separated region

ROBIN GANGOPADHYA
10158355   System and method for inrush current  
control for power sources using non-linear algorithm

AARON ADLER, MICHAEL ATIGHETCHI,  
ANDREW GRONOSKY, JOSEPH LOYALL,  
PARTHA PAL, JONATHAN WEBB,  
FUSUN YAMAN SIRIN
10158655   System and method for protecting 
service-level entities

BENJAMIN DOLGIN, GARY M. GRACEFFO,  
ANDREW KOWALEVICZ
10164765   Receivers and method for detecting a 
non-persistent communication superimposed on an 
overt communication channel

Australia
ANDREW HUARD, AMEDEO LARUSSI,  
KIM MCINTURFF
2014296789   Optimized monotonic radiation pattern 
fit with ambiguity resolution

ALICIA G. ALLEN, DAVID B. BRANDT,  
DAVID W. CHU, ROBERT K. DODDS,  
GREGORY PHILLIP SCHAEFER
2015247709   Monolithic multi-module electronics 
chassis with multi-planar embedded fluid cooling 
channels

JONATHAN PEARSON MAGOON, ANDREW WILBY
2015324511   Phase center alignment for fixed  
repetition rate synthetic aperture systems

pat e n t s
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Canada
ROBERT B. CHIPPER, JOHN JACKSON,  
BRENT L. SISNEY
2908237   Optical configuration for a compact  
integrated day/night viewing and laser range  
finding system

BRIEN ROSS
2957447   Variable magnification indicator in sighting 
system

SHUBHA KADAMBE, KIM A. PHAN,  
JASON SLEPICKA, BENJAMIN T. WRIGHT
2974926   Proactive emerging threat detection

China
CHARLES A. HALL, ANTHONY T. MCDOWELL,  
TINA P. SRIVASTAVA, KENNETH M. WEBB
ZL201480064403.0   Feed-forward canceller

DAVID H. ALTMAN, WILLIAM J. DAVIS
ZL201480024041.2   Method for creating a selective 
solder seal interface for an integrated circuit cooling 
system

STEVEN E. LAU, STEFFANIE S. UNG
ZL201480062842.8   Reworkable epoxy resin and 
curative blend for low thermal expansion applications

JOSEPH L. PIKULSKI, FRIEDRICH STROHKENDL, 
CARL W. TOWNSEND, MICHAEL USHINSKY
ZL201480075861.4   Thermal management for 
high-power optical fibers

ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
ZL201680005813.7   Amplitude-noise reduction 
system and method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

Denmark
JOHN T. BROAD
3146356   Direct geolocation from TDOA, FDOA,  
and AGL

France
RICHARD M. LLOYD
1504234   Kinetic energy rod warhead with optimal 
penetrators

JIM HAWS, RICHARD M. WEBER,  
WILLIAM G. WYATT
1528351   Method and apparatus for efficient heat 
exchange in an aircraft or other vehicle (design and 
control of air cooled sub-ambient two phase heat 
exchanger)

PHILIP C. THERIAULT
1771399   Microporous graphite foam and process for 
producing same

MICHAEL K. BURKLAND, DAVID B. HATFIELD, 
ELAINE E. SEASLY
1771723   Molecular contaminant film modeling tool

STEVEN COTTEN, BENJAMIN DOLGIN, 
BRETT GOLDSTEIN, DONALD GRINDSTAFF,  
JOHN HILL III, MICHAEL SHELKIN, JORAM 
SHENHAR, WILLIAM SULIGA, DAVID VICKERMAN, 
JOHN WITZEL
1831502   Centralizer-based survey and navigation 
device and method

ROBERT C. HON, MICHAEL H. KIEFFER,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, THOMAS H. POLLACK
2150778   Noncontinuous resonant position feedback 
system

DAVID A. LANCE, PATRIC M. MCGUIRE,  
STEVEN T. SIDDENS
2156284   Methods and apparatus for testing software 
with real-time source data from a projectile

ROBERT S. BRINKERHOFF, JAMES M. COOK, 
MICHAEL J. MAHNKEN
2158439   Methods and apparatus for intercepting a 
projectile

GARY L. FOX, JUSTIN C. JENIA,  
CHRISTOPHER E. TOAL
2181276   Method and system for controlling swaying 
of an object

DAVID G. MANZI
2186201   Spread carrier self correcting codes

MARK A. HARRIS
2193570   Space vehicle having a payload-centric 
configuration

CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, JOHN A. WHEELER, 
MATTHEW R. YEAGER
2206029   Unmanned vehicle route management 
system

KEVIN KIRBY, DAVID SUMIDA
2226908   Laser media with controlled concentration 
profile of active laser ions and method of making the 
same

CHAD E. BOYACK, GEORGE R. CUNNINGTON,  
PETER J. DRAKE, JAMES E. FAORO,  
CYNTHIA KONEN, JAMES R. MYERS,  
KEVIN PAULSON, STEVEN N. PETERSON,  
ISIS ROCHE-RIOS
2232550   Semiconductor device thermal connection

BENJAMIN DOLGIN
2269086   Positioning, detection and communication 
system and method

BORIS S. JACOBSON
2270983   Integrated smart power switch

TODD O. CLATTERBUCK, THOMAS NELSON,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
2290401   Ultra stable short pulse remote sensor

K. BUELL, JIYUN C. IMHOLT,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
2329562   Multilayer metamaterial isolator

EDWARD H. CAMPBELL
2334550   Smart translator box for AGM-65 aircraft 
maverick analog interface to MIL-STD-1760 store digital 
interface

JOHN P. BETTENCOURT, MICHAEL S. DAVIS, 
VALERY S. KAPER, JEFFREY R. LAROCHE,  
KAMAL TABATABAIE
2380195   Electrical contacts for CMOS devices and 
III-V devices formed on a silicon substrate (CMOS VLSI 
compatible interconnects for heterogeneous integration 
of III-V devices onto Si)

LOWELL A. BELLIS, ROBERT C. HON,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, JULIAN A. SHRAGO
2402607   Long life seal and alignment system for 
small cryocoolers

DANIEL P. BROWN, PATRICIA D. CHIN,  
JAMES STRAYER
2412066   Electrically conductive bearing retainers

EERO H. ALA, CLIFTON J. CHARLOW,  
ANTHONY V. DAMOMMIO,  
GREGORY P. HANAUSKA, JAMES P. MILLS,  
MICHAEL P. SCHAUB, NICHOLAS D. TRAIL
2417486   Laser to optical fiber coupling device  
and method

IAN S. ROBINSON
2430414   Knowledge based spectrometer

CHRIS E. GESWENDER
2433479   Low cost, high strength electronics module 
for airborne object

LACY G. COOK
2439574   Anamorphic relayed imager having multiple 
rotationally symmetric powered mirrors

JOSEPH J. ICHKHAN, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
JOHN H. SCHROEDER
2439821   Method and apparatus for cooling a fiber 
laser or amplifier

MICHAEL C. BARR, LOWELL A. BELLIS,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL
2440863   High efficiency compact linear cryocooler

JEAN-PAUL BULOT, MATTHEW J. KLOTZ
2461497   Method and apparatus for synthesizing 
ultra-wide bandwidth waveforms

DAVID M. FILGAS, ROBERT D. STULTZ,  
MICHAEL USHINSKY
2487762   Eye-safe Q-switched short pulse fiber laser

ANDREW K. BROWN, KENNETH W. BROWN,  
DARIN M. GRITTERS, MICHAEL J. SOTELO,  
THANH TA
2497146   Low loss broadband planar transmission 
line to waveguide transition

RICHARD DRYER, KENNETH G. PRESTON
2507580   Lightpipe for semi-active laser target 
destination

ROBERT D. STULTZ
2538505   System and method for suppressing  
parasitics in an optical device

LACY G. COOK
2573604   Ultra compact inverse telephoto optical 
system for use in the IR spectrum

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2597596   Spectral image dimensionality reduction 
system and method

ROBIN A. REEDER, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
2608328   Apparatus and method for mode control in 
semi-guiding amplifier media

ROBERT L. KESSELRING
2609393   Method for compensating for boresight 
error in missiles with composite radomes and guidance 
section with boresight error compensation

RICHARD A. FUNK, DAVID J. KNAPP,  
CHADWICK B. MARTIN
2625560   Stray light baffles for a conformal dome 
with arch corrector optics

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
2630660   Incident radiation detector packaging

RICHARD C. HUSSEY, MICHAEL A. LEAL,  
KENNETH G. PRESTON, RONDELL J. WILSON
2676026   Propulsion and maneuvering system with 
axial thrusters and method for axial divert attitude and 
control

KYRIAKOS C. CHRISTOU
2686132   Low-heat-transfer interface between  
metal parts

JUSTIN KASEMODEL
2701234   Broadband array antenna enhancement 
with spatially engineered dielectrics

STEFAN T. BAUR, STEPHEN H. BLACK,  
ADAM M. KENNEDY
2705657   Using a multi-chip system in a package 
(MSCIP) in imaging applications to yield a low cost, 
small size camera on a chip

MARTIN S. DENHAM
2705658   Compact digital pixel for a focal plane array

DONALD A. BOZZA, PATRICIA S. DUPUIS,  
JOHN B. FRANCIS, ANGELO M. PUZELLA, 
KATHE I. SCOTT, TUNGLIN L. TSAI
2764575   Scalable, analog monopulse network

HANHEE PAIK
2797038   System and method for quantum  
information transfer between optical photons and 
superconductive qubits

EDIN INSANIC
2805428   Near-field communication (NFC) system and 
method for private near-field communication

IAN S. ROBINSON
2836984   System and method for post-detection 
artifact reduction and removal from images

THEOFANIS MAVROMATIS, HARRISON A. PARKS, 
MARK A. PUMAR, FIONA C. YEUNG
2847741   Camera scene fitting of real world scenes

CLINT E. BOLEN, WILLIAM M. BOWSER,  
JERRY L. STILLER, ROBERT M. STOKES
2852809   Optical super-elevation device

MICHAEL R. PATRIZI
2853026   Hybrid dual mode frequency synthesizer 
circuit

STEVEN R. COLLINS, TERRY ANTHONY 
DORSCHNER, AMANDA J. KIRCHNER,  
LINDA A. PALMACCIO, DANIEL P. RESLER,  
IRL W. SMITH
2856250   Liquid crystal control structure, tip-tilt-focus 
optical phased array and high power adaptive optic

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2870586   System and method for residual analysis  
of images

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2880596   System and method for reduced incremental 
spectral clustering

DAVID G. ANTHONY, ROBERT STEIN
2893384   Optical switching assembly with  
over-center lock

DAVID M. FILGAS, JUAN C. SOTELO,  
ROBERT D. STULTZ
2901531   Microchip laser with single solid etalon and 
interfacial coating

PAUL F. BERAUD III, ALEN CRUZ,  
GANGADHAR GANGA, SUZANNE P. HASSELL, 
TRAVIS C. HESTER, DAVID A. HYDE,  
STEPHEN R. MARTIN, BRIAN J. MASTROPIETRO, 
FRANK PIETRYKA, NIRAJ SRIVASTAVA,  
JUSTIN W. TOENNIES
2912802   System and method for cyber threat  
modeling what-if vulnerability and platform creation 
and agent architecture visualization

MICHAEL S. ALKEMA, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, 
ROBERT T. MOORE
2917683   Rocket propelled payload with divert 
control system within nose cone

MAURICE J. HALMOS
2930532   Simultaneous forward and inverse synthetic 
aperture imaging LADAR

ANDREW L. BULLARD
2938977   Multi-stage thermal isolator for focal plane 
arrays and other devices

EMERALD J. ADAIR III, PERRY H. FRAHM,  
GREGORY E. LONGERICH, WILLIAM RICHARD 
OWENS, DAVID C. ROBILLARD,  
RICHARD J. WRIGHT
2941615   Variable length light shield for an  
electro-optical sensor within a nose cone

WILLIAM C. PACK
2954488   Local area processing using packed  
distribution functions

LACY G. COOK
2957049   Multiple access point laser  
communications terminal

ERIC J. GUDIM, LEE M. SAVAGE,  
WILLIAM H. WELLMAN
2972475   Iterative Kalman filtering process

ANDREW L. BULLARD, ISLAM SHAWKI
2972544   Reaction compensated tilt platform

ROBERT EGRI
2976863   System and method for transmitting a 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) waveform to 
a receiver

JAR J. LEE, STAN W. LIVINGSTON
2984709   Array antenna and related techniques

IAN S. ROBINSON
3003861   Satellite orbital determination (OD) using 
Doppler and Kepler orbital elements

MICHAEL L. BREST, JULIO C. DOMINGUEZ, 
KENNETH L. MC ALLISTER, JAMES E. SCROGGIN, 
GREGORY D. TRACY, JEFFREY P. YANEVICH
3008516   Thermal control in variable aperture  
mechanism for cryogenic environment

MICHAEL L. BREST, ERIC J. GRIFFIN,  
JERRY HERSHBERG, ERIC T. HUGHES,  
THOMAS J. KOSTRZEWA, AMY M. YOSHIDA
3008811   Pulse width modulation control of  
solenoid motor

CHASE DAVID GOODMAN
3011641   Pin extractor

ANDREW HUARD, AMEDEO LARUSSI,  
KIM MCINTURFF
3028062   Optimized monotonic radiation pattern fit 
with ambiguity resolution

ERICK W. ELKINS, MATTHEW GLENN MURPHY, 
SCOTT D. THOMAS
3041739   Air-launchable container for deploying  
air vehicle

STEVEN E. BOTTS, MICKY HARRIS,  
MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN L. VAMPOLA
3078059   Electro-optical (EO)/infrared (IR) staring 
focal planes with high rate region of interest processing 
and event driven forensic look-back capability
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THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
3105535   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

JONATHAN COMEAU, ANTHONY KOPA,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
3132448   Linear sampler

ALICIA G. ALLEN, DAVID B. BRANDT,  
DAVID W. CHU, ROBERT K. DODDS,  
GREGORY PHILLIP SCHAEFER
3132663   Monolithic multi-module electronics chassis 
with multi-planar embedded fluid cooling channels

THOMAS DEPPERT, CARL SHANHOLTZ, 
DAVID R. SMITH
3137438   Methods to desensitize hydrazinium 
nitroformate (HNF)

JOHN T. BROAD
3146356   Direct geolocation from TDOA, FDOA,  
and AGL

CHAD V. ANDERSON, BRIAN GIN,  
JAMES M. KURTIS, CHARLES E. MORGAN JR, 
EMILE M. SZLEMKO
3161405   Stowable effector launch system

STEVEN R. WILKINSON, ULVI YURTSEVER
3172847   System and method for synchronizing 
ground clocks

JOE A. ORTIZ
3178158   Bidirectional low voltage power supply 
(LVPS) with single pulse width modulator (PWM), 
cryogenic cooler system, and method

JOSEPH E. HILLIARD JR., JACK J. SCHUSS,  
THOMAS V. SIKINA
3178178   Method and system for characterizing an 
array antenna using near-field measurements

KIRK A. MILLER
3191802   Moving conformal window for large  
aperture optics on aircraft mounted pods

ANDREW L. BULLARD, HANS P. NAEPFLIN,  
DAVID VAN LUE
3221733   Secondary mirror positioning mechanism

DAVID H. ALTMAN, SHAHED REZA,  
SUSAN C. TRULLI
3224861   Patterned conductive epoxy heat-sink 
attachment in a monolithic microwave integrated circuit 
(MMIC)

STEPHEN M. PALIK, HECTOR A. QUEVEDO,  
STEPHEN P. SHAFFER
3225022   Method and apparatus for improving 
resolution in a TDI image

DAVID G. ANTHONY, ELKA E. KOEHLER,  
ROBERT RINKER, BYRON B. TAYLOR
3230694   Remote optical position sensing device and 
methods

STEPHEN KUZNETSOV
3243268   Method and apparatus for control of pulsed 
power in hybrid energy storage module

ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
3245733   Amplitude-noise reduction system and 
method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

JEFFREY C. EDWARDS
3259550   Semi-active RF target detection and  
proximity detonation based on angle-to-target

SHUBHA KADAMBE, KIM A. PHAN, 
JASON SLEPICKA, BENJAMIN T. WRIGHT
3262530   Proactive emerging threat detection

JOHN P. GIANVITTORIO
3275042   Expandable analog manifold

FREDERICK B. KOEHLER, WARD D. LYMAN
3283838   Shape memory alloy disc vent cover release

STEPHEN T. FASOLINO, BRIAN J. MERCER,  
JASON L. WHEELER
3304672   System and method for providing power 
from a standardized component without a power 
source output to an accessory component

Germany
RICHARD M. LLOYD
1504234   Kinetic energy rod warhead with optimal 
penetrators

JIM HAWS, RICHARD M. WEBER,  
WILLIAM G. WYATT
1528351   Method and apparatus for efficient heat 
exchange in an aircraft or other vehicle (design and 
control of air cooled sub-ambient two phase heat 
exchanger)

SCOTT T. CALDWELL, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, 
ROBERT T. MOORE, KELLY SINNOCK
2155546   Integral composite rocket motor dome/
nozzle structure

MARK A. HARRIS
2193570   Space vehicle having a payload-centric 
configuration

CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, JOHN A. WHEELER, 
MATTHEW R. YEAGER
2206029   Unmanned vehicle route management 
system

KEVIN KIRBY, DAVID SUMIDA
2226908   Laser media with controlled concentration 
profile of active laser ions and method of making the 
same

BORIS S. JACOBSON
2270983   Integrated smart power switch

TODD O. CLATTERBUCK, THOMAS NELSON,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
2290401   Ultra stable short pulse remote sensor

LOWELL A. BELLIS, ROBERT C. HON,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, JULIAN A. SHRAGO
2402607   Long life seal and alignment system for 
small cryocoolers

IAN S. ROBINSON
2430414   Knowledge based spectrometer

CHRIS E. GESWENDER
2433479   Low cost, high strength electronics module 
for airborne object

JOSEPH J. ICHKHAN, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
JOHN H. SCHROEDER
2439821   Method and apparatus for cooling a fiber 
laser or amplifier

MICHAEL C. BARR, LOWELL A. BELLIS,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL
2440863   High efficiency compact linear cryocooler

DAVID M. FILGAS, ROBERT D. STULTZ,  
MICHAEL USHINSKY
2487762   Eye-safe Q-switched short pulse fiber laser

KENNETH W. BROWN, ANDREW K. BROWN,  
DARIN M. GRITTERS, MICHAEL J. SOTELO,  
THANH TA
2497146   Low loss broadband planar transmission 
line to waveguide transition

ROBERT D. STULTZ
2538505   System and method for suppressing  
parasitics in an optical device

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2597596   Spectral image dimensionality reduction 
system and method

ROBIN A. REEDER, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
2608328   Apparatus and method for mode control in 
semi-guiding amplifier media

EDIN INSANIC
2805428   Near-field communication (NFC) system and 
method for private near-field communication

IAN S. ROBINSON
2836984   System and method for post-detection 
artifact reduction and removal from images

THEOFANIS MAVROMATIS, HARRISON A. PARKS, 
MARK A. PUMAR, FIONA C. YEUNG
2847741   Camera scene fitting of real world scenes

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2870586   System and method for residual analysis  
of images

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2880596   System and method for reduced incremental 
spectral clustering

DAVID G. ANTHONY, ROBERT STEIN
2893384   Optical switching assembly with  
over-center lock

DAVID M. FILGAS, JUAN C. SOTELO,  
ROBERT D. STULTZ
2901531   Microchip laser with single solid etalon and 
interfacial coating

PAUL F. BERAUD III, ALEN CRUZ,  
GANGADHAR GANGA, SUZANNE P. HASSELL, 
TRAVIS C. HESTER, DAVID A. HYDE,  
STEPHEN R. MARTIN, BRIAN J. MASTROPIETRO, 
FRANK PIETRYKA, NIRAJ SRIVASTAVA,  
JUSTIN W. TOENNIES
2912802   System and method for cyber threat  
modeling what-if vulnerability and platform creation 
and agent architecture visualization

MAURICE J. HALMOS
2930532   Simultaneous forward and inverse synthetic 
aperture imaging LADAR

ANDREW L. BULLARD
2938977   Multi-stage thermal isolator for focal plane 
arrays and other devices

EMERALD J. ADAIR III, PERRY H. FRAHM,  
GREGORY E. LONGERICH, WILLIAM RICHARD 
OWENS, DAVID C. ROBILLARD,  
RICHARD J. WRIGHT
2941615   Variable length light shield for an  
electro-optical sensor within a nose cone

WILLIAM C. PACK
2954488   Local area processing using packed  
distribution functions

JOHN T. BROAD, LEE M. SAVAGE
2972455   Frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) for 
geolocation

ERIC J. GUDIM, LEE M. SAVAGE,  
WILLIAM H. WELLMAN
2972475   Iterative Kalman filtering process

ANDREW L. BULLARD, ISLAM SHAWKI
2972544   Reaction compensated tilt platform

IAN S. ROBINSON
3003861   Satellite orbital determination (OD) using 
Doppler and Kepler orbital elements

MICHAEL L. BREST, JULIO C. DOMINGUEZ, 
KENNETH L. MC ALLISTER, JAMES E. SCROGGIN, 
GREGORY D. TRACY, JEFFREY P. YANEVICH
3008516   Thermal control in variable aperture  
mechanism for cryogenic environment

MICHAEL L. BREST, ERIC J. GRIFFIN,  
JERRY HERSHBERG, ERIC T. HUGHES,  
THOMAS J. KOSTRZEWA, AMY M. YOSHIDA
3008811   Pulse width modulation control of  
solenoid motor

CHASE DAVID GOODMAN
3011641   Pin extractor

ANDREW HUARD, AMEDEO LARUSSI,  
KIM MCINTURFF
3028062   Optimized monotonic radiation pattern fit 
with ambiguity resolution

ERICK W. ELKINS, MATTHEW GLENN MURPHY, 
SCOTT D. THOMAS
3041739   Air-launchable container for deploying air 
vehicle

THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
3105535   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

ALICIA G. ALLEN, DAVID B. BRANDT,  
DAVID W. CHU, ROBERT K. DODDS,  
GREGORY PHILLIP SCHAEFER
3132663   Monolithic multi-module electronics chassis 
with multi-planar embedded fluid cooling channels

JOHN T. BROAD
3146356   Direct geolocation from TDOA, FDOA,  
and AGL

CHAD V. ANDERSON, BRIAN GIN,  
JAMES M. KURTIS, CHARLES E. MORGAN JR, 
EMILE M. SZLEMKO
3161405   Stowable effector launch system

STEVEN R. WILKINSON, ULVI YURTSEVER
3172847   System and method for synchronizing 
ground clocks

JOE A. ORTIZ
3178158   Bidirectional low voltage power supply 
(LVPS) with single pulse width modulator (PWM), 
cryogenic cooler system, and method

KIRK A. MILLER
3191802   Moving conformal window for large  
aperture optics on aircraft mounted pods

ANDREW L. BULLARD, HANS P. NAEPFLIN,  
DAVID VAN LUE
3221733   Secondary mirror positioning mechanism

CURTIS B. CARLSTEN, ERIK F. ITEM,  
JONATHAN MURROW
3227629   Method for manufacturing polymer-metal 
composite structural component

STEPHEN KUZNETSOV
3243268   Method and apparatus for control of pulsed 
power in hybrid energy storage module

ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
3245733   Amplitude-noise reduction system and 
method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

SHUBHA KADAMBE, KIM A. PHAN,  
JASON SLEPICKA, BENJAMIN T. WRIGHT
3262530   Proactive emerging threat detection

JOHN P. GIANVITTORIO
3275042   Expandable analog manifold

FREDERICK B. KOEHLER, WARD D. LYMAN
3283838   Shape memory alloy disc vent cover release

STEPHEN T. FASOLINO, BRIAN J. MERCER,  
JASON L. WHEELER
3304672   System and method for providing power 
from a standardized component without a power 
source output to an accessory component

JEAN-PAUL BULOT, MATTHEW J. KLOTZ
602001053153.0   Method and apparatus for  
synthesizing ultra-wide bandwidth waveforms

PHILIP C. THERIAULT
602005054762.2   Microporous graphite foam and 
process for producing same

STEVEN COTTEN, BENJAMIN DOLGIN,  
BRETT GOLDSTEIN, DONALD GRINDSTAFF,  
JOHN HILL III, MICHAEL SHELKIN,  
JORAM SHENHAR, WILLIAM SULIGA,  
DAVID VICKERMAN, JOHN WITZEL
602005054919.6   Centralizer-based survey and 
navigation device and method

DAVID A. LANCE, PATRIC M. MCGUIRE,  
STEVEN T. SIDDENS
602008056252.2   Methods and apparatus for testing 
software with real-time source data from a projectile 
(method for capturing and playing back radar data)

DAVID G. MANZI
602008057079.7   Spread carrier self correcting 
codes

ROBERT C. HON, MICHAEL H. KIEFFER,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, THOMAS H. POLLACK
602008057457.1   Noncontinuous resonant position 
feedback system

EDWARD H. CAMPBELL
602009054661.9   Smart translator box for AGM-65 
aircraft maverick analog interface to MIL-STD-1760 
store digital interface

BENJAMIN DOLGIN
602009054871.9   Positioning, detection and  
communication system and method

K. BUELL, JIYUN C. IMHOLT,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
602009055281.3   Multilayer metamaterial isolator

DANIEL P. BROWN, PATRICIA D. CHIN,  
JAMES STRAYER
602010052143.5   Electrically conductive bearing 
retainers

RICHARD DRYER, KENNETH G. PRESTON
602010053325.5   Lightpipe for semi-active laser 
target destination

JOHN P. BETTENCOURT, MICHAEL S. DAVIS, 
VALERY S. KAPER, JEFFREY R. LAROCHE,  
KAMAL TABATABAIE
602010053494.4   Electrical contacts for  
CMOS devices and III-V devices formed on a silicon 
substrate (CMOS VLSI compatible interconnects for 
heterogeneous integration of III-V devices onto Si)
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EERO H. ALA, CLIFTON J. CHARLOW,  
ANTHONY V. DAMOMMIO,  
GREGORY P. HANAUSKA, JAMES P. MILLS,  
MICHAEL P. SCHAUB, NICHOLAS D. TRAIL
602010054374.9   Laser to optical fiber coupling 
device and method

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
602011052592.1   Incident radiation detector  
packaging

LACY G. COOK
602011054025.4   Anamorphic relayed imager  
having multiple rotationally symmetric powered mirrors

RICHARD A. FUNK, DAVID J. KNAPP,  
CHADWICK B. MARTIN
602011054075.0   Stray light baffles for a conformal 
dome with arch corrector optics

CLINT E. BOLEN, WILLIAM M. BOWSER,  
JERRY L. STILLER, ROBERT M. STOKES
602012048164.1   Optical super-elevation device

DONALD A. BOZZA, PATRICIA S. DUPUIS,  
JOHN B. FRANCIS, ANGELO M. PUZELLA,  
KATHE I. SCOTT, TUNGLIN L. TSAI
602012049496.4   Scalable, analog monopulse 
network

STEFAN T. BAUR, STEPHEN H. BLACK,  
ADAM M. KENNEDY
602012049791.2   Using a multi-chip system in a 
package (MSCIP) in imaging applications to yield a low 
cost, small size camera on a chip

MARTIN S. DENHAM
602012051239.3   Compact digital pixel for a focal 
plane array

LACY G. COOK
602012053997.6   Ultra compact inverse telephoto 
optical system for use in the IR spectrum

MICHAEL S. ALKEMA, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, 
ROBERT T. MOORE
602013039534.9   Rocket propelled payload with 
divert control system within nose cone

MICHAEL R. PATRIZI
602013040789.4   Hybrid dual mode frequency 
synthesizer circuit

STEVEN R. COLLINS, TERRY ANTHONY 
DORSCHNER, AMANDA J. KIRCHNER,  
LINDA A. PALMACCIO, DANIEL P. RESLER,  
IRL W. SMITH
602013045542.2   Liquid crystal control structure,  
tip-tilt-focus optical phased array and high power 
adaptive optic

JUSTIN KASEMODEL
602013046564.9   Broadband array antenna  
enhancement with spatially engineered dielectrics

LACY G. COOK
602013048915.7   Multiple access point laser  
communications terminal

JAR J. LEE, STAN W. LIVINGSTON
602014031696.4   Array antenna and related  
techniques

STEVEN E. BOTTS, MICKY HARRIS,  
MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN, JOHN L. VAMPOLA
602014033474.1   Electro-optical (EO)/infrared (IR) 
staring focal planes with high rate region of inter-
est processing and event driven forensic look-back 
capability

HANHEE PAIK
602014038484.6   System and method for quantum 
information transfer between optical photons and 
superconductive qubits

DAVID G. ANTHONY, ELKA E. KOEHLER,  
ROBERT RINKER, BYRON B. TAYLOR
602015015216.6   Remote optical position sensing 
device and methods

THOMAS DEPPERT, CARL SHANHOLTZ,  
DAVID R. SMITH
602015016091.6   Methods to desensitize  
hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF)

JONATHAN COMEAU, ANTHONY KOPA,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
602015017828.9   Linear sampler

JOSEPH E. HILLIARD JR., JACK J. SCHUSS,  
THOMAS V. SIKINA
602015018692.3   Method and system for  
characterizing an array antenna using near-field 
measurements

DAVID H. ALTMAN, SHAHED REZA,  
SUSAN C. TRULLI
602015018779.2   Patterned conductive epoxy  
heat-sink attachment in a monolithic microwave  
integrated circuit (MMIC)

STEPHEN M. PALIK, HECTOR A. QUEVEDO,  
STEPHEN P. SHAFFER
602015019219.2   Method and apparatus for  
improving resolution in a TDI image

JEFFREY C. EDWARDS
602016005374.8   Semi-active RF target detection 
and proximity detonation based on angle-to-target

MICHAEL K. BURKLAND, DAVID B. HATFIELD, 
ELAINE E. SEASLY
602004053148.0   Molecular contaminant film 
modeling tool

GARY L. FOX, JUSTIN C. JENIA,  
CHRISTOPHER E. TOAL
602008057252.8   Method and system for controlling 
swaying of an object

CHAD E. BOYACK, GEORGE R. CUNNINGTON,  
PETER J. DRAKE, JAMES E. FAORO, CYNTHIA 
KONEN, JAMES R. MYERS, KEVIN PAULSON, 
STEVEN N. PETERSON, ISIS ROCHE-RIOS
602008058054.7   Semiconductor device thermal 
connection

ROBERT S. BRINKERHOFF, JAMES M. COOK, 
MICHAEL J. MAHNKEN
602008058131.4   Methods and apparatus for 
intercepting a projectile

KYRIAKOS C. CHRISTOU
602011051347.8   Low-heat-transfer interface 
between metal parts

ROBERT L. KESSELRING
602011051634.5   Method for compensating for 
boresight error in missiles with composite radomes and 
guidance section with boresight error compensation

RICHARD C. HUSSEY, MICHAEL A. LEAL,  
KENNETH G. PRESTON, RONDELL J. WILSON
602011053516.1   Propulsion and maneuvering 
system with axial thrusters and method for axial divert 
attitude and control

Gulf Cooperation Council
BRANDON WOOLLEY
2015-29998   Multi-level, hardware-enforced domain 
separation using a separation kernel on a multicore 
processor with a shared cache

RYAN WILLIAM CARLEY, JOSEPH A. FRASSA,  
TIMOTHY R. HEBERT, MICHAEL L. MCFEETERS
GC0007700   Remote antenna deployment latch

ROBERT W. ALM, DONALD A. BOZZA,  
PATRICIA S. DUPUIS, JOHN B. FRANCIS,  
KENNETH S. KOMISAREK, JOSEPH LICCIARDELLO, 
ANGELO M. PUZELLA
GC0008258   Panel array

India
BORIS S. JACOBSON
300373   Integrated smart power switch

PATRIC M. MCGUIRE
301130   Methods and apparatus for selecting a target 
from radar tracking data

GEORGE F. BARSON, MATTHEW D. BROWN,  
WILLIAM P. HULL JR, JOSHUA LAMB,  
STEVEN P. MCFARLANE, THOMAS H. TAYLOR, 
JAMES S. WILSON, KARL L. WORTHEN
303586   Multi-band electronically scanned array 
antenna

Israel
BUU DIEP
225782   System and method for packaging electronic 
devices

THOMAS F. BRUKIEWA, WILLIAM B. NOBLE,  
LARISA ANGELIQUE NATALYA STEPHAN
233179   Memory based electronically scanned array 
antenna control

KIRK A. MILLER
233371   Optical switching system

MICHAEL Y. JIN
233492   SAR autofocus for ground penetration radar

DAVID A. ROCKWELL, VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
233531   Multi-media Raman resonators and related 
system and method

DEREK HENDRY, JOSEPH J. ICHKHAN,  
MICHAEL USHINSKY
234213   Miniaturized solid-state lasing device, system 
and method

JOHN F. SILNY, MARK R. SKIDMORE
234751   Position determination using local time 
difference

CHARLES CHU, GILBERT A. FLORES,  
CHRISTOPHER R. KOONTZ
234978   Semiconductor cooling apparatus

CHET L. RICHARDS
234985   Adaptive multispectral imaging

VICTOR KHITROV
234986   Optical fiber coupler for coupling signal 
beams into a non-circularly shaped optical beam

KIRK A. MILLER
235112   Shock-resistant device and method

CHET L. RICHARDS
235309   Moving object detection using stereo  
rectified images acquired from a moving aircraft

IAN S. ROBINSON, MARK R. SKIDMORE
235419   Global positioning system (GPS) and Doppler 
augmentation (GDAUG) and space location inertial 
navigation geopositioning system (SPACELINGS)

IAN S. ROBINSON
235422   Position and elevation acquisition for orbit 
determination

DAVID A. ROCKWELL, VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
235495   Compact Raman generator with  
synchronized pulses

DAVID A. ROCKWELL, VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
235496   Compact Raman generators

JEFFREY J. BECKER, JAMES E. HENRY,  
LEE M. SAVAGE, DAVID WILSON
235609   Wideband low latency repeater and methods

GEORGE D. HAMMACK
235610   Method for de-interleaving received radar 
pulses using dynamically updated weights

JAMES A. CARR, JOHN A. CROCKETT JR,  
ROHN SAUER
235926   Active electronically scanned array antenna

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP
236108   Fabrication of window cavity cap structures 
in wafer level packaging

GARY D. COLEMAN, DAVID M. FILGAS,  
C THOMAS HASTINGS JR, DUANE SMITH
236670   High-bandwidth optical communications 
relay payload

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
237045   System and method for reduced incremental 
spectral clustering

PAUL F. BERAUD III, ALEN CRUZ,  
GANGADHAR GANGA, SUZANNE P. HASSELL, 
TRAVIS C. HESTER, DAVID A. HYDE,  
STEPHEN R. MARTIN, BRIAN J. MASTROPIETRO, 
FRANK PIETRYKA, NIRAJ SRIVASTAVA,  
JUSTIN W. TOENNIES
238136   Cyber analysis modeling evaluation for 
operations (CAMEO) simulation system

ROBERT S. ISOM
238280   Dual polarization current loop radiator with 
integrated balun

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
ADAM M. KENNEDY, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
238325   Integrated bondline spacers for wafer level 
packaged circuit devices

JAMES L. DEAN, LYALE F. MARR,  
RICHARD L. SCOTT, RANDY W. WHITE
238660   Primary mirror mount assembly and method

JAMES R. MULROY, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
239551   Method and apparatus for fiber delivery of 
high-power laser beams

WILLIAM J. MINISCALCO, IRL W. SMITH
240069   Free-space optical network with agile  
beam-based protection switching

WILLIAM J. MINISCALCO
240115   Free-space optical mesh network

MICKY HARRIS, WASIM H. KHALED
240151   Low power static random access memory

ROBIN A. REEDER, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
243482   Apparatus and method for mode control in 
semi-guiding amplifier media

ALICIA G. ALLEN, DAVID B. BRANDT,  
DAVID W. CHU, ROBERT K. DODDS,  
GREGORY PHILLIP SCHAEFER
247962   Monolithic multi-module electronics chassis 
with multi-planar embedded fluid cooling channels

THOMAS H. ALFORD, DAVID M. FILGAS,  
MICHAEL S. LACKEY, ROBERT F. STIFFLER
248737   High-efficiency, dual current sink laser  
diode driver

JOE A. ORTIZ
249413   Method and integrated motor drive power 
electronics system with improved efficiency

LOYRA G. DIRZO, LEE M. SAVAGE, DAVID WILSON
249990   Signal detection and characterization

STANLEY I. TSUNODA
252545   System and method to provide a dynamic 
situational awareness of attack radar threats

BRIAN F. BOLAND, ROBERT D. STULTZ
255545   Walk-off pump coupler

MAKAN MOHAGEG
255773   Single mode large mode area optical fiber 
coil

BRENT BELOTE, MARK NOETHEN,  
JAMES ROBARGE
255810   Dual-field-of-view optical system

STEPHEN M. PALIK
257592   Digital read-out integrated circuit with  
modulated light source rejection

ANDRE CROPPER, DAVID CHRISTOPHER MANN, 
RANDALL W. ZYWICKI
257676   Proximity focus imaging interferometer

DOUGLAS J. HARTNETT, KIRK A. MILLER
258054   Rolling beam splitter optical switching 
mechanism for combination and selection of detector 
illumination

KIRK A. MILLER
258152   Optical path switching device

SIDDHARTHA GHOSH, KELLY JONES,  
DAVID R. RHIGER,  
JUSTIN GORDON ADAMS WEHNER
258860   Combined neutron and gamma-ray detector 
and coincidence test method

CHRISTOPHER A. COX
258925   Thermally insensitive open-loop hung mass 
accelerometer with differential eddy current sensing

Italy
CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, JOHN A. WHEELER, 
MATTHEW R. YEAGER
2206029   Unmanned vehicle route management 
system

BORIS S. JACOBSON
2270983   Integrated smart power switch

JOHN P. BETTENCOURT, MICHAEL S. DAVIS, 
VALERY S. KAPER, JEFFREY R. LAROCHE,  
KAMAL TABATABAIE
2380195   Electrical contacts for CMOS devices and 
III-V devices formed on a silicon substrate (CMOS VLSI 
compatible interconnects for heterogeneous integration 
of III-V devices onto Si)
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THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
3105535   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

ALICIA G. ALLEN, DAVID B. BRANDT,  
DAVID W. CHU, ROBERT K. DODDS,  
GREGORY PHILLIP SCHAEFER
3132663   Monolithic multi-module electronics chassis 
with multi-planar embedded fluid cooling channels

JONATHAN COMEAU, ANTHONY KOPA,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
502018000039066   Linear sampler

K. BUELL, JIYUN C. IMHOLT,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
502019000001201   Multilayer metamaterial isolator

Japan
RYAN NOBES, BRIEN ROSS, 
KEVIN BURGESS WAGNER
1612843   Reticle of aiming or targeting device

STEVEN R. COLLINS
6359088   Adaptive optic having meander resistors

ANDREW N. DANIELE, KEVIN KNABE,  
VICTOR LEYVA
6359107   Serial servo system and method for 
controlling an optical path length and a repetition 
frequency of a mode-locked laser

GARY D. COLEMAN, JOHN F. SILNY
6359755   Multi-function beacon for optical communi-
cations laser relay

MAKAN MOHAGEG, NEIL R. NELSON,  
JEFFREY L. SABALA, ALEXANDER S. SOHN
6367320   Four-braid resistive heater and devices 
incorporating such resistive heater

ADAM C. WOOD
6367361   Encapsulated phase change material heat 
sink and method

DOUGLAS J. HARTNETT, LYALE F. MARR,  
RICHARD L. SCOTT, RANDY W. WHITE
6367464   Precision optical mount for optical devices

JAYNA SHAH, ALBERTO F. VISCARRA
6381832   Radiator, solderless interconnect thereof 
and grounding element thereof

BRIAN F. BOLAND, ROBERT D. STULTZ
6385617   Walk-off pump coupler

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
6389564   Network path selection in policy-based 
networks using routing engine

PARTHA SARATHI DUTTA, MITCHELL B. HAERI, 
GERARD L. RAFANELLI
6395872   Photovoltaic device for generating electrical 
power using nonlinear multi-photon absorption of 
incoherent radiation

DAWSON R. BRUCKMAN, MICHAEL H. KIEFFER
6395923   Adaptive phase control of cryocooler active 
vibration cancellation

MATTHEW T. CASHEN, TODD O. CLATTERBUCK, 
GABRIEL PRICE, JEFFREY L. SABALA,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
6396518   Precision photonic oscillator and method for 
generating an ultra-stable frequency reference using a 
two-photon rubidium transition

ANDREW L. BULLARD, THEODORE J. CONRAD, 
RYAN YATES
6403807   Frequency-matched cryocooler scaling for 
low-cost, minimal disturbance space cooling

BRENT BELOTE, MARK NOETHEN,  
JAMES ROBARGE
6403924   Dual-field-of-view optical system

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
ADAM M. KENNEDY, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
6411534   Getter structure and method for forming 
such structure

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
ADAM M. KENNEDY, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
6412009   Integrated bondline spacers for wafer level 
packaged circuit devices

PABLO ARAMBEL, MARIO MARTINEZ,  
ARTHUR M. NEWMAN
6412661   Method and system for processing a 
sequence of images to identify, track, and/or target an 
object on a body of water

GARY D. COLEMAN, JOHN F. SILNY
6416372   Optical multiplexor switch for free space 
optical communication

PAUL J. LANZKRON, PATRICK J. POWERS
6416403   Dynamic azimuth scanning for rotating 
active electronic scanned array radar

ROBERT S. ISOM, CARY C. KYHL, WAID A. PAINE, 
JAMES S. WILSON
6419970   Vertical radio frequency module

SHUBHA KADAMBE, KIM A. PHAN, JASON 
SLEPICKA, BENJAMIN T. WRIGHT
6419987   Proactive emerging threat detection

BRIAN F. BOLAND, JEAN-PAUL BULOT,  
DAVID M. FILGAS, ROBERT D. STULTZ
6422998   System and method for generating high 
energy optical pulses with arbitrary waveform

THOMAS DEPPERT, CARL SHANHOLTZ,  
DAVID R. SMITH
6431181   Bonding agents for nitrogen-containing 
oxidizers

DAVID M. FILGAS, ROBERT D. STULTZ
6431182   End pumped PWG with tapered core 
thickness

MARCO A. AVILA, JEFF M. GALLAGHER,  
DAVID CHRISTOPHER MANN, DAVID RUSSELL 
MCDONALD, STEVEN A. MILES, TJ WILLIAM ROSS
6442078   Image plane sensor alignment system and 
method

STEPHEN M. PALIK
6442111   Digital read-out integrated circuit with 
modulated light source rejection

DOUGLAS J. HARTNETT, KIRK A. MILLER
6442114   Rolling beam splitter optical switching 
mechanism for combination and selection of detector 
illumination

CHRISTIAN M. BOEMLER
6442115   Gain adaptable unit cell

JOHN S. BRYAN, BRETT E. MEYER
6444862   Thin client for mapping system

MICHAEL L. BREST, JULIO C. DOMINGUEZ, 
KENNETH L. MC ALLISTER, JAMES E. SCROGGIN, 
GREGORY D. TRACY, JEFFREY P. YANEVICH
6449261   Thermal control in variable aperture  
mechanism for cryogenic environment

MICHAEL L. BREST, ERIC J. GRIFFIN,  
KENNETH L. MC ALLISTER, JEFFREY P. YANEVICH
6449262   Variable aperture mechanism for cryogenic 
environment, and method

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
6449998   IP address translation for tactical networks

ANDREW D. HUSS, JOHN MCGINTY
6456491   Real-time multi-array sum power spectrum 
control

Netherlands
HANHEE PAIK
2797038   System and method for quantum  
information transfer between optical photons and 
superconductive qubits

New Zealand
MICHAEL S. MITCHENER
736627   Fast time acquisition in a frequency-hopped 
communications link

Norway
ARTHUR SCHNEIDER
342897   System and method for locating a target and 
guiding a vehicle toward the target

STEFAN T. BAUR, STEPHEN H. BLACK,  
ADAM M. KENNEDY
2705657   Using a multi-chip system in a package 
(MSCIP) in imaging applications to yield a low cost, 
small size camera on a chip

MICHAEL R. PATRIZI
2853026   Hybrid dual mode frequency synthesizer 
circuit

JAR J. LEE, STAN W. LIVINGSTON
2984709   Array antenna and related techniques

CURTIS B. CARLSTEN, ERIK F. ITEM,  
JONATHAN MURROW
3227629   Method for manufacturing polymer-metal 
composite structural component

Poland
CHRIS E. GESWENDER
2433479   Low cost, high strength electronics module 
for airborne object

CLINT E. BOLEN, WILLIAM M. BOWSER,  
JERRY L. STILLER, ROBERT M. STOKES
2852809   Optical super-elevation device

EMERALD J. ADAIR III, PERRY H. FRAHM,  
GREGORY E. LONGERICH, WILLIAM RICHARD 
OWENS, DAVID C. ROBILLARD,  
RICHARD J. WRIGHT
2941615   Variable length light shield for an  
electro-optical sensor within a nose cone

CHASE DAVID GOODMAN
3011641   Pin extractor

THOMAS DEPPERT, CARL SHANHOLTZ,  
DAVID R. SMITH
3137438   Methods to desensitize hydrazinium  
nitroformate (HNF)

ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
3245733   Amplitude-noise reduction system and 
method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

Romania
ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
3245733   Amplitude-noise reduction system and 
method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

Singapore
RAY TEN-SHING HSU, HARRY B. MARR,  
IAN S. ROBINSON
11201704601S   Apparatus and method for efficient 
waveform portability between different platforms

South Korea / Republic of Korea
CHAD PATTERSON, CLIFTON QUAN,  
MICHAEL D. RUNYAN, JOHN J. WOOTAN
10-1875299   Rotary joint including first and second 
annular parts defining annular waveguides configured 
to rotate about an axis of rotation

GARY D. COLEMAN, JOHN F. SILNY
10-1883420   Optical multiplexor switch for free space 
optical communication

THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
10-1889636   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
ADAM M. KENNEDY, THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
10-1891011   Getter structure and method for forming 
such structure

CHARLES G. KRISTENSON, ALAN B. MOORE, 
RANDY A. WILD
10-1893270   Method, system, and software for 
supporting multiple radar mission types

JOHN P. GIANVITTORIO, HARRY B. MARR,  
WALTER B. SCHULTE JR
10-1896605   Analog RF memory system

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
10-1897423   Network path selection in policy-based 
networks using routing engine

DAVID U. FLUCKIGER
10-1900589   Linear mode computational sensing 
LADAR

STEVE DAVIDSON, MARK W. HENRY,  
MATT A. KAHN, GREGORY S. SCHRECKE,  
MU-CHENG WANG
10-1904153   IP address translation for tactical 
networks

CODY B. MOODY, FRANCIS J. MORRIS,  
BRANDON W. PILLANS
10-1906887   RF micro-electro-mechanical system 
(MEMS) capacitive switch

VALERY S. KAPER
10-1913525   Output matching network having a 
single combined series and shunt capacitor component

CHRISTIAN M. BOEMLER
10-1928260   Imaging circuits and method

CHRISTOPHER J. BEARDSLEY,  
DAVID U. FLUCKIGER, CRAIG R. FRANKLIN
10-1929869   Full motion color video atmospheric 
turbulence correction processing

STEPHEN BLACK, BUU DIEP, ADAM M. KENNEDY, 
THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN, GREGORY D. TRACY, 
TSE E. WONG
10-1931010   Hermetically sealed package having 
stress reducing layer

Spain
CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, JOHN A. WHEELER, 
MATTHEW R. YEAGER
2206029   Unmanned vehicle route management 
system

THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
3105535   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

Sweden
RICHARD M. LLOYD
1504234   Kinetic energy rod warhead with optimal 
penetrators

ROBERT E. DESROCHERS II, GARY MOORE
3245733   Amplitude-noise reduction system and 
method for ultra-low phase-noise oscillators

Switzerland
JOHN T. BROAD, LEE M. SAVAGE
2972455   Frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) for 
geolocation

ERIC J. GUDIM, LEE M. SAVAGE,  
WILLIAM H. WELLMAN
2972475   Iterative Kalman filtering process

ANDREW HUARD, AMEDEO LARUSSI,  
KIM MCINTURFF
3028062   Optimized monotonic radiation pattern fit 
with ambiguity resolution

JOHN T. BROAD
3146356   Direct geolocation from TDOA, FDOA,  
and AGL

Taiwan
BENJAMIN M. HOWE
I633427   System and method for input data fault 
recovery in a massively parallel real time computing 
system

JEFFREY CALDWELL, HARRY B. MARR,  
IAN S. ROBINSON
I638543   Universal coherent technique generator

STEVEN C. EVANGELISTA,  
CHRISTOPHER M. LAIGHTON, ANTHONY SILVA
I639849   Switchable transmit/receive (T/R) module

DAVID U. FLUCKIGER
I640797   Linear mode computational sensing LADAR

JOHN A. COGLIANDRO, MONICA L. GIFFIN,  
KEITH M. JANASAK, RICHARD M. PINTI
I641255   Multi-mode remote collaboration

JAMES R. CHOW, CARL W. TOWNSEND
I644356   Methods of etching carbon nanotube sheet 
material for electrical circuit and thin film thermal 
structure applications
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Turkey
RYAN NOBES, BRIEN ROSS,  
KEVIN BURGESS WAGNER
2018/00795   Reticle of aiming or targeting device

THOMAS H. BOOTES, GEORGE DARRYL BUDY, 
WAYNE Y. LEE, RICHARD POLLY, JASON M. SHIRE, 
JESSE T. WADDELL
2018/16245   Enhanced fragmentation for hard target 
penetrator warhead

United Arab Emirates
JEREMY C. DANFORTH, RICHARD D. LOEHR, 
KEVIN P. MURPHY
1309   Closed gas generator and micro power unit 
including the same

DAVID G. ANTHONY, FREDERICK B. KOEHLER, 
DAVID J. MARKASON, ROBERT RINKER,  
THOMAS E. ROBERTS, WILLIAM D. WERRIES
1366   Gimbaled system with optical coude path and 
method transferring data

United Kingdom
RICHARD M. LLOYD
1504234   Kinetic energy rod warhead with optimal 
penetrators

JIM HAWS, RICHARD M. WEBER,  
WILLIAM G. WYATT
1528351   Method and apparatus for efficient heat 
exchange in an aircraft or other vehicle (design and 
control of air cooled sub-ambient two phase heat 
exchanger)

PHILIP C. THERIAULT
1771399   Microporous graphite foam and process for 
producing same

MICHAEL K. BURKLAND, DAVID B. HATFIELD, 
ELAINE E. SEASLY
1771723   Molecular contaminant film modeling tool

ROBERT C. HON, MICHAEL H. KIEFFER,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, THOMAS H. POLLACK
2150778   Noncontinuous resonant position feedback 
system

SCOTT T. CALDWELL, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, 
ROBERT T. MOORE, KELLY SINNOCK
2155546   Integral composite rocket motor dome/
nozzle structure

DAVID A. LANCE, PATRIC M. MCGUIRE,  
STEVEN T. SIDDENS
2156284   Methods and apparatus for testing software 
with real-time source data from a projectile (method for 
capturing and playing back radar data)

ROBERT S. BRINKERHOFF, JAMES M. COOK, 
MICHAEL J. MAHNKEN
2158439   Methods and apparatus for intercepting a 
projectile

GARY L. FOX, JUSTIN C. JENIA,  
CHRISTOPHER E. TOAL
2181276   Method and system for controlling swaying 
of an object

DAVID G. MANZI
2186201   Spread carrier self correcting codes

MARK A. HARRIS
2193570   Space vehicle having a payload-centric 
configuration

CHRISTOPHER J. GRAHAM, JOHN A. WHEELER, 
MATTHEW R. YEAGER
2206029   Unmanned vehicle route management 
system

KEVIN KIRBY, DAVID SUMIDA
2226908   Laser media with controlled concentration 
profile of active laser ions and method of making the 
same

CHAD E. BOYACK, GEORGE R. CUNNINGTON,  
PETER J. DRAKE, JAMES E. FAORO,  
CYNTHIA KONEN, JAMES R. MYERS,  
KEVIN PAULSON, STEVEN N. PETERSON,  
ISIS ROCHE-RIOS
2232550   Semiconductor device thermal connection

BENJAMIN DOLGIN
2269086   Positioning, detection and communication 
system and method

BORIS S. JACOBSON
2270983   Integrated smart power switch

TODD O. CLATTERBUCK, THOMAS NELSON,  
STEVEN R. WILKINSON
2290401   Ultra stable short pulse remote sensor

K. BUELL, JIYUN C. IMHOLT,  
MATTHEW A. MORTON
2329562   Multilayer metamaterial isolator

EDWARD H. CAMPBELL
2334550   Smart translator box for AGM-65 aircraft 
maverick analog interface to MIL-STD-1760 store digital 
interface

JOHN P. BETTENCOURT, MICHAEL S. DAVIS, 
VALERY S. KAPER, JEFFREY R. LAROCHE,  
KAMAL TABATABAIE
2380195   Electrical contacts for CMOS devices and 
III-V devices formed on a silicon substrate (CMOS VLSI 
compatible interconnects for heterogeneous integration 
of III-V devices onto Si)

LOWELL A. BELLIS, ROBERT C. HON,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL, JULIAN A. SHRAGO
2402607   Long life seal and alignment system for 
small cryocoolers

DANIEL P. BROWN, PATRICIA D. CHIN,  
JAMES STRAYER
2412066   Electrically conductive bearing retainers

EERO H. ALA, CLIFTON J. CHARLOW,  
ANTHONY V. DAMOMMIO,  
GREGORY P. HANAUSKA, JAMES P. MILLS,  
MICHAEL P. SCHAUB, NICHOLAS D. TRAIL
2417486   Laser to optical fiber coupling device and 
method

IAN S. ROBINSON
2430414   Knowledge based spectrometer

CHRIS E. GESWENDER
2433479   Low cost, high strength electronics module 
for airborne object

LACY G. COOK
2439574   Anamorphic relayed imager having multiple 
rotationally symmetric powered mirrors

JOSEPH J. ICHKHAN, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
JOHN H. SCHROEDER
2439821   Method and apparatus for cooling a fiber 
laser or amplifier

MICHAEL C. BARR, LOWELL A. BELLIS,  
CARL KIRKCONNELL
2440863   High efficiency compact linear cryocooler

JEAN-PAUL BULOT, MATTHEW J. KLOTZ
2461497   Method and apparatus for synthesizing 
ultra-wide bandwidth waveforms

KENNETH W. BROWN, ANDREW K. BROWN,  
DARIN M. GRITTERS, MICHAEL J. SOTELO,  
THANH TA
2497146   Low loss broadband planar transmission 
line to waveguide transition

RICHARD DRYER, KENNETH G. PRESTON
2507580   Lightpipe for semi-active laser target 
destination

YUEH-CHI CHANG, DAVID L. HENDRY,  
ARAVIND B. MOVVA
2531981   Low profile high efficiency multi-band 
reflector antennas

ROBERT D. STULTZ
2538505   System and method for suppressing  
parasitics in an optical device

LACY G. COOK
2573604   Ultra compact inverse telephoto optical 
system for use in the IR spectrum

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2597596   Spectral image dimensionality reduction 
system and method

ROBIN A. REEDER, DAVID A. ROCKWELL,  
VLADIMIR V. SHKUNOV
2608328   Apparatus and method for mode control in 
semi-guiding amplifier media

ROBERT L. KESSELRING
2609393   Method for compensating for boresight 
error in missiles with composite radomes and guidance 
section with boresight error compensation

RICHARD A. FUNK, DAVID J. KNAPP,  
CHADWICK B. MARTIN
2625560   Stray light baffles for a conformal dome 
with arch corrector optics

STEPHEN H. BLACK, BUU DIEP, ROLAND GOOCH, 
THOMAS ALLAN KOCIAN
2630660   Incident radiation detector packaging

RICHARD C. HUSSEY, MICHAEL A. LEAL,  
KENNETH G. PRESTON, RONDELL J. WILSON
2676026   Propulsion and maneuvering system with 
axial thrusters and method for axial divert attitude and 
control

KYRIAKOS C. CHRISTOU
2686132   Low-heat-transfer interface between  
metal parts

JUSTIN KASEMODEL
2701234   Broadband array antenna enhancement 
with spatially engineered dielectrics

STEFAN T. BAUR, STEPHEN H. BLACK,  
ADAM M. KENNEDY
2705657   Using a multi-chip system in a package 
(MSCIP) in imaging applications to yield a low cost, 
small size camera on a chip

MARTIN S. DENHAM
2705658   Compact digital pixel for a focal plane array

DONALD A. BOZZA, PATRICIA S. DUPUIS,  
JOHN B. FRANCIS, ANGELO M. PUZELLA,  
KATHE I. SCOTT, TUNGLIN L. TSAI
2764575   Scalable, analog monopulse network

EDIN INSANIC
2805428   Near-field communication (NFC) system and 
method for private near-field communication

IAN S. ROBINSON
2836984   System and method for post-detection 
artifact reduction and removal from images

THEOFANIS MAVROMATIS, HARRISON A. PARKS, 
MARK A. PUMAR, FIONA C. YEUNG
2847741   Camera scene fitting of real world scenes

CLINT E. BOLEN, WILLIAM M. BOWSER,  
JERRY L. STILLER, ROBERT M. STOKES
2852809   Optical super-elevation device

MICHAEL R. PATRIZI
2853026   Hybrid dual mode frequency synthesizer 
circuit

STEVEN R. COLLINS, TERRY ANTHONY 
DORSCHNER, AMANDA J. KIRCHNER,  
LINDA A. PALMACCIO, DANIEL P. RESLER,  
IRL W. SMITH
2856250   Liquid crystal control structure, tip-tilt-focus 
optical phased array and high power adaptive optic

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2870586   System and method for residual analysis 
of images

BRADLEY A. FLANDERS, IAN S. ROBINSON
2880596   System and method for reduced incremental 
spectral clustering

DAVID G. ANTHONY, ROBERT STEIN
2893384   Optical switching assembly with  
over-center lock

DAVID M. FILGAS, JUAN C. SOTELO,  
ROBERT D. STULTZ
2901531   Microchip laser with single solid etalon and 
interfacial coating

PAUL F. BERAUD III, ALEN CRUZ,  
GANGADHAR GANGA, SUZANNE P. HASSELL, 
TRAVIS C. HESTER, DAVID A. HYDE,  
STEPHEN R. MARTIN, BRIAN J. MASTROPIETRO, 
FRANK PIETRYKA, NIRAJ SRIVASTAVA,  
JUSTIN W. TOENNIES
2912802   System and method for cyber threat  
modeling what-if vulnerability and platform creation 
and agent architecture visualization

MICHAEL S. ALKEMA, ANDREW B. FACCIANO, 
ROBERT T. MOORE
2917683   Rocket propelled payload with divert 
control system within nose cone

MAURICE J. HALMOS
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